By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB
NEWS EDITOR

At th eir April meeting, th e Colb y
t rustees reviewed t h e curre nt stat us
of long-range planni ng for future
development of the Mayf lo wer Hil

campus, including various alternatives for managing traffic flow
through and around the campus.
Durin g their review, the trus tees
strongly supp orted eff orts to reduce
the flo w o f tra f fic t hrou gh the campus on Mayflowe r Hil Dr ive and
Campus Drive.
Acco r din gly, a letter h as been
sent to Waterville Mayor Nelson
Madore expressing interest in working with the city and the state to
explore in depth the possibility of
building one or more bypass roads.
The Colle ge will pursue furt her
options in discussions with city and

sta te off icials beginning this week.
Colby's goal is to accom plish the

most in the way of traffic reduction
with the least impact.
"En no way, does Colb y want to
discourage visitors to campus,"
Director
of
explained
Communications Steve Collins,
"b ut the Co llege is eager to make
travel safer and more user-friendly
at t he same ti me th at , it plans f or
graceful development of the campus to accommodate future building."
'
The
Ames
Corporation of Bangor
.
has completed a st udy to determine
t he traffic impacts t h at may be associated wit h abandoni ng t he p o rtion
of Mayflower Hill Drive from the
intersection of Mayflower Hill
Drive and Campus Drive (formerly
a s ectio n of Armst ron g R oad) t o the
inte r sectio n o f May flo wer Hill
Drive and County Road. This sec-

tion of Mayflower Hill drive
includes North Street Hill.
A new roadway would be constructed be ginning east of the existing railroad overpass on Mayflower
Hill Drive . and follow the general
alignment of County Road. At a
locatio n appr o ximately 1000 f eet
from the existing intersection of
Mayflower Hill Drive and County
Road , an at-grade crossing with the
railroad tracks would be constructed.
The new road would then follow
the northern edge of campus, along
Interstate 95, and co nnec t at th e
existing intersection of Campus
Drive, Armstrong Road , and
Washington Street, creating a fourth
leg to the existing "T" intersection.
The tr affic stud y found that creating this bypass would reduce traff ic by 43 p ercen t (221 vehicles) on
Campus Drive and by 28 p ercent
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By JON SILBERSTEIN-LOEB

NEWS EDITOR

Executive Assistant Earl Smith,
who came to Colby.in 1962, and is
one of the College's most senior
employees, will be retiring in June.
He h as been a ro le mode l, an advisor , a confidant, an d a frie n d fo r
co un tless st u de n ts , faculty, and
staff. His prescence on campus will
be missed.
Although one of the College's
most important administrators ,
Smith remains modest, approachab le, likable, and down-to-earth.
He refrains fro m catch phrases like
"action list," "preliminary phase,"
and "mission statement. " He
avoids euphemisms, thinks it silly,
and shoots straight.
These admirable qualities have
made Smith a great Dean of
Students, a respected advisor to
three college presidents, and an
excellent historian. Smith' s c an did
and insightfu l demeanor has also
made him an invaluable advisor to
the Echo.
Smith has taken an active interest in the Echo because he has an
active interest in students. Ho
treats the paper as another campus
"learning laboratory " from which
students can benefit.
To former President of the
College Willinm Cotter, Smith wns
"a unique treasure for tho Colby
community " nnd an "invnlunble
ndvisor."
To better lap Smith' s wide array
of abilities , President Cotter created the Donn of the College title in
J98J , "n position " snid Cotter, "thnt
was really created for him because
he can do so many things so well, "
Smith' s roj o hf the College was
so varied nnd instrum enta l under
Cotter thnt President Willinm D,
Adams had to delegate Smith' s
mnny responsibilities to other
denns to ensure thnt when Smith
Jenves, tlio Collogo administra tion

will still function smoothly.
"He is a Renaissance man," said
Dean of Students Janice Kassman.
Smith, a Maine nati ve, h as held
a wide range of posts at the
College and had always managed
to skillfull y fill the position ih
which he was needed. Smith originall y came to Colb y as a journalist
and photographer.
. In 1970, sh ortl y after his arri val
at the College, Smit h was made
Associate Dean of Students before
becomi ng t h e Dean of Stud ents in
1976. Smith has also served as the
Director of Commu nicatio n s,
Assistan t to t h e President , Director
o f Student Ac tivities , Secretary of
the Corporation, Director of the
News Bureau, as a professor, advisor to t he Echo, and as the College
¦ "" ' - ••- '- ¦-¦ Historian.
.
In the latter capacity, Smith
intends to pick up where his predecessor Ernest C. Marriner left off
in 1950. After Smith officially
ret ires , he will write the second
volume of History of Colby
College from 1950 until 2000,
which will "really cover the new
campus and its creation," s a id
Smith.
Smith said he will be "retaining
his parking sticker," because much
of the material he needs to write
the history is in Miller Library.
Sall y Baker has been selected to
succeed Smith as Executive
Assistant to the President and
Secretary of the College. As
Director of Communications,
Smith hired Baker in 1989. Baker
worked at Colby from 1989 to 1998,
including six years as the College's
Director of Communications after
Smith changed positions.
"She is a very bright and capable person; she'll be very good (at
the job)," said Smith.
Since 1998 Bnker has worked at
Harvard and Colgate Universities,
as Director of Communications for
the Faculty of Arts and Sciences at
Harvard and ns Associate Vice
President for Communications at
Colgate. She is n magna cum laude
graduate of Duke Un iversity,
As Executive Assistant to the
President and Secretary of the
Collogo, Bnker will assist and
advise President Adnms on o wide
range of administrative matters
nnd will serve ns the principal Unison between the Office of tho
President nnd the College's Bonrd
of Trustees nnd overseers, She will
be n full member of the President's
senior Administrat ive sniff nnd will
represent the Collogo nnd the
President in extenml affa irs includin g vnrions nspecls of community
nnd governmental relations,
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Students approve revisions
to SGA Constitution

By RYAN DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHIE F

With just enough of the student
body voting to make tlie results offi cial, students approved revisions to
the SGA Constitution on Monday, By
a vote of 92 percent to eight percent,
voters expressed their support for
the revisions, which included separating Ihe SGA from the Student
Programming Board (SPB), establishing n Judiciary Committee to handle
SGA-relnled hearings nnd impeachments, and limiting the SGA president's number of vetoes to one.
In order for the Constitution to be
ratified, it needed to pass with a twothird s majority and nt least one qunrtor of the student body voting. With
525 students cnsling bnllols nnd 483
of them endorsing the chnnges, llieso
requirements woro sntisfied.
"I'm very enlhusinsiic thnt the
constitution chnnges passed, nnd by
such nn overwhelming majority,"
snid SGA President Jenn Coughlin
'02. "Sometimes iho student bod y is
critici zed for being iipntbotj c, but
such n turnout demonstrates i|1(u
students nnd student lenders nlike
nre committed to hollering student
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government at Colby. Today, students voted for a more effective and
streamlined SGA."
The decision to make SPB, which
had previously been pnrt of the SGA,

n separate entity is likely to hnve the
most j mpnet on campus life, As n
result of ihe vote, SPB will become nn
autonomous foody Willi /Is own constitution nnd lis own method of
selecting members , It Is expected I lint
SPB will begin accepting members
based on Appli cations, rn ther llinn
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member.
Language
added
to
the
Constitution also clarifies the
grounds on which nn SGA member
can face impeachment. In addition to
failure to perform duties and violation of College rules, "academic or
disci plinary probation may be considered grounds for an SGA
Judiciary Committee review, upon
recommendation by the VP for
Student Affnirs/Denn of Students,"
the Constitution states.
Thc SGA President will onl y be
able to submit a motion for reconsideration once, as opposed to an
unlimited number of times ns was
the case before, and the webmaster,
who is in charge of posting SGA minutes, ngendns nnd reports online, hns
become nn official SGA position.
"Tlie Constitution isn't perfect,"
said Associate Dean of Students mid
SGA Advisor Una Hnllon, "but Ibe
changes go n long wny toward s milking it belter,"
Coughlin echoed Mullen 's comments, adding thn t "Next y enr will
certainly be a transition yenr, but I
nni confident thnt the incoming SGA
londersliip will handle such n transition gracefully nnd with enso,"

Rynn nnd Geoff get all
misty- eyed about giwlimi lng,
see pnge 4 nnd 6
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elections held within dorms,
SPB will become a club and be
allotted 32 percent of the total SGA
bud get.
As a result of the vote,
"Presidents' Council can focus on
campus legislation and SPB can
focus on social programming," snid
Coughlin. "Everyone will bone/i t."
The newly-formed Judiciary
Committee will oversee SGA-related
hearings, impeachment processes,
nnd other judicinl mntters, nnd will
"convene to ndjudicnte the issue and
render a decision which will be forwarded to the Presidents' Council for
npprovnl or denial ," according to tho
revised Constitution,
The Judiciary Committee is nn
independent body thnt is not
nnswcrnble to Presidents' Council or
the SGA Executive Board nnd "exists
to provide n fair homing for SGA
members who nre accused of violating policy or not fulfilling thoir position requirements," the revised
Constitution rends,
According to Coughlin, the
change wns intended to eliminnto
"ethical dilemmns" inherent In the
pr evious hearing board format, of
which the SGA Vice President wm n

GRADUATES:

Colby's production of
"The Living" gets n f antmiio review,
see pn ge 6

Dozens of students
pa rticipa te in Colhy
Cores Day 2002,
see pnge 2
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way network within the City of
Waterville."
According to Vice President of
Financial Affairs Arnie Yasinski,
"The trustees have . asked (the
College) to investigate further the
possibility of reducing and slowing
t h e tra f fic on Mayflower Hill Drive
and Campus Drive. They understand that accomplishing this
wo uld likel y inv olve at least one
bypass, and perhaps an additional
one."
'_ As for . the meeting with the city,
Yasins ki, "would like to come out of
the meeting with a plan for investigating and discussing the slowing
and bypass issues in greater depth."
According to Yasinski, the earliest possible Colby decision point is
the October meeting of the Board of
Trustees, but it may take muc h
longer than that.

To the dismay of many and the awe of most, the college zoas covered with a blanket of snow nearly two inches deep on
Sunday and Monday causing some students to question whether spring will ever come to Colby.
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decided t h at the increa sed volu me
of vehicles does not require the
installatio n of a t raf fic si gnal.
to deal with the increase in traffic, the Ames Corporation, at the
request of the City of Waterville,
reviewed the possibility of changing West Street and Middle Street
into one-way roa ds, with West
Street operating in the southerly
di rectio n and Midd le Street run nin g
in the n ort herl y direction.
According to the traffic study,
t his ch ange would h elp to distribute
traffic volumes at these intersectio n s, and the Ames Corporation
endorsed t h e impleme ntati on of the
one-way scenario.
A mes co n cluded th at "the portion of Mayflower Hill Drive from
Campus Drive to County Road may
be abandoned , and a bypass roadway can be completed without significant impacts to the local road-

April showers bring... snow?

retire this June

Earl Smith hard at work.

(90 veh icles) on May flo wer Hil
Drive during the weekday evening
peak hour.
In order to eliminate non-college
related t raf f ic fro m uti lizing
Campus Drive, an additio n al
bypass road will be necessary to
acco mmodate t h e sectio n o f
Mayflower Hill Drive from Gilman
Street to Campus Drive.
The bypasses will have the greatest impact on the intersections of
Gilman. Street and West Street and
North Street and West Street. The
traffic volumes entering the Gilman
Street/West Street intersection
would be increased from 638 vehicles per hour (vph) to 846 vph during the weekday evening peak
hours.
Traf fic vol u mes en terin g t h e
North Street/West Street intersection would be increased from 674
vph to 882 v ph. The traffic study
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Cpby Cares Day a success
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
College on Thursday at each weekthe Collegeis in session.
Letters
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number.The Echo will not, under any circumstances, print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colby.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
submissions.
'
Editorials
• The Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not of the
Echo.
ContactUs
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)8723786. e-mail echoads@colbv.edu,or fax (2071872-3555.
207» 872*3349

echo@colby.edu

S©A votes t© examine
room drawf honors
^
and sexual assaul t

By RYAN DAVIS

strictly on one's GPA. In the end,
the
Council requested only that
EDITOR IN CHIEF
th
e
GPA
requirements for honor s
>
be
raised,
without stipulating by
At their meeting on Monday,
the Presidents' Council addressed how much or adding in any other
>a number of issues ranging from factors.
A motion from Dana President
Ithe formation of a sexual assault
Peter
Brush '03 to form a task
task force to raising the requireforce
on sexual assault passed
•ments for academic honors.
unanimously.
The . task force
! Council members first voted to
would
include
students, faculty,
[table a motion from West Quad
'President Drew McKechnie '04 administrators and a representa.dealing with his proposal for an tive from Rape Crisis and
.honor code. McKechnie himself Prevention in Waterville.
"Sexual assault is a huge prob[requested that the motion be
lem
on college campuses and
. tabled, citing the need for further
Colby
is no different," Brush said.
.research.
"This
task force will include a
' "We've done a lot of revising to
the language and talked a lot broad range of pe ople who will
about
past
documents," look at Colby 's sexual assault
McKechnie said, ref erring to the policies and see if they are the best
three honor code proposals the they can be."
Finally, Sophomore Class
!5GA has looked at in past years
Representative
Matt Ritter '04
but not implemented. He said that
moved
to
change
the room draw
he believes his current proposal
has the support of the Academic system so that two student representatives would
A f f a i rs
be present durCommittee and
ing the generathe
College 66.1 percent of
tion of room
A f f a i r s
students
make
the
draw
lottery
C o m m i t t e e,
numbers.
The
toda
y,
dean
s
list
though he was
'
proposal ,
unsure .about the
com pared to 32.0
intended
to
faculty's posireduce suspicion
tion on the issue. percent in 1975.
among students
A
motion
percent
19.4
of
that
the adminisfrom Sturtevant
tration
is "rigPresident Nick colb y students
the
ging"
supMarkham
'04
posedly random
addressed con- received Latin
room draw syscerns
that honors in 1984,
tem, also passed
Colby
's
grade
.
by a large marrequirements for and 56.7 do t oday
gin.
Dean's List and
M ary
Low
other honors are
President
Chris
Suprenant
'05
was
too low. Currently, students must
attain a 3.2 GPA to make the skeptical of the motion, and said
Dean's List in a given semester that even if the students represen(except freshmen, who only need tatives were present, "everyone's
a 3,0), 3,25 for cum laude honors always going to whine and
at commencement, 3.5 for magna moan."
"I personally don 't think the
cum laude and 3,75 for summa
administration
rigs the results,"
cum laude , At other colleges,
Ritter
said,
"but
this proposal will
these numbers are hi gher, or are
tied to other factors , such as rec- go a long way towards putting the
ommendations , beyond a stu- rumors to bed,"
Students can find out how their
dent's GPA.
After much discussion, Council representative voted on each
members passed an amended ver- motion on the SGA website at
sion of Markham 's motion urging www.colby.edu/ sga ,
Before the meeting began,
the College to raise the GPA
requirements for receiving hon- Ruben Rivera from the Business
ors , The
specific
numbers Office informed Council members
Markham requested were elimi- of a series oi recommendations
made by a task force on the stunated from the proposal ,
; "A lot of students nro com- dent employment process, of
plaining that our standards are which he was the chair.
Among the recommendations
pretty low," Markham said ,
''Those who aro truly Incredibly were raising tho bose pay rote for
qommcndnblo nre not receiving students from a range of $5,65 to
Jhe honors thoy should , They 're $6,45 to a range of $6 ,25 to $7.25,
receiving the same honors as increasing thc base pay rates each
yenr to correspond with thc ra te
everyone a- lso,"
Ho cited many telling statistics, of Inflation, offering experience
including tho fact that 66.1 per- bonuses amounting to 15 cents for
cent of studoritB mako tho Dean's each year worked ot a given Job
List each year at Colby, compared going bock retroactively two
Jo 32.0 porcont In 1976 , In 1984, years, and offering a direct
TL9A percent of Colby students deposit option to student work•received Latin Honartt af soma ers,
Donn of Students Jonlco
kind, while that number has risen
'to 86,7 porcont today.
Kassman also reported that Blac
'
* Tho discussion centered on tho Entertainment Television (BET) is
higher standards at other colleges, back on tho air after recent recepincluding Dotes, which recently tion, problems and hns boon
'raised its . roquiromants, and alter" moved to channel 68,
'natives to basing ouch honors
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Students take a quick break f o r a photo during Colby Cares Day in Waterville last Saturday.

By KAITLLNMcCAFFERTY
FEATURES EDITOR

This;past Saturday over 100 students from Colby joined together to
help improve the communities surrounding Mayflower Hill. Colby
Cares day is a yearly ritual in which
students, faculty,and staff split into
15 groups and volunteer in the surrounding communities for the day.
The Colby Volunteer Center
(CVC), and the Student Government
sponsor Colby Cares Day. Sports
teams, dorms, a capella groups, and
individuals sign up to help make the
conimunity a better place. This year,
despite the decrease in volunteers
from previous years, the day was a
success according to Megan
Gossling '02, head of the CVC.
Gossling said that the decrease in
volunteerism on Colby Cares Day
was heft entirely bad.
"Our volunteer numbers went
down this year for two reasons," she
said. "One is that there were eight
sporting events on Saturday; it was a
busy weekend. There was nothing
we could do about it because it was
National Volunteer Week.
"The second reason was that this
year, more than any of my past four

years at Colby, there are opportunities to be involved in serving the
community and volunteerism has
become something that people do on
a regular basis. There is not such a
great need for one day of volunteerism anymore. But it is still one of
my favorite days at Colby and will
continue in the future."
Some of the projects taken on this
year include singing at retirement
homes, gardening, landscaping,
office cleaning, yard work, a benefit
walk, and park beautification. The
groups were dispersed to places
such as the Humane Society, the
Home for Little Wanderers, and
Belgrade Parks and Recreation
Departments.
"Almost every single volunteer
who signed up showed up. Even a
couple people who had not signed
up came to help," said Gossling.
"No project fell through. We
received phone calls from community project coordinators saying what
a great job we did."
Only one project had problems.
Usually, during the fall semester, the
CVC sponsors a day called
Waterville Games. This is for children ages f our to twelve. The idea is
for them to participate in sports and

other physical activities.
This year the CVC decided to
move it to the spring semester to
even out projects throughout the
year. They put it in as a project for
Colby Cares Day and changed the
age group to middle school students. There was little interest from
the students, so the project was
dropped.
"Due to the lack of enthusiasm
from the of the kids themselves, as
well as the bigger problem that the
schools were not very helpful, we
canceled the project, which was sad,
but overall made the day run more
smoothly," said Gossling.
"Next year we will separate the
games day from Colby Cares Day,
deal with the different schools, and
change the age groups. That should
make the program effective and fun
for the kids."
Colby Cares Day was effective in
its goals. "Overall I think it really
strengthened the bond between
Colby and the community. It was a
great day," said Gossling.
Helping coordinate the projects
and Colby Cares Day were next
year's co-directors of the CVC, Jenn
Rosenborg '04 and J ulia Boehm '03.

George Singal speaks
af Lipman Lect ure
By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Last Wednesday, the Honrable
George Z. Singal spoke about his
family's escape from the Holocaust
and his mother's amazing story of
courage and resiliency in the face of
seemingly insurmountable odds.
Singal was this year's annual Samuel
and Esther Lipman Lecturer.
Singal began his lecture by reading an old story called "Bontshe
Shveig" or "Buntshe the Silent,"
which recounted the life of a Jewish
man who, though he endured great
pain and suffering in life, only asked
God for "a hot roll and fresh butter"
every morning.
"This man," Singal exp lained ,
"never gave one moment of protest
against man, and never one moment
of protest against God,"
"The author," Singal explicated,
"is not glorif ying weakness. Instead,
he's exposing it, Buntshe never
spoke back to God; instead, he submitted to fate, to God's will. 'God,
who gave us teeth, will give us
bread ,'" Singal recited.
It was Singol's rereading of this
story along with a phone call he
recently received that inspired his
lecture topic,
"And then two months ago, I got
a phone call from an old acquaintance," Singal continued. Thc friend
hnd cnlled to inform Singal that he

had an audiotape of his late mother
recounting her life story and escape
from the Holocaust.
"My mother grew up in Eastern
Poland," he said. "God and religion
were constants in food , blessings,
clothes, etc."
There is little wonder that religion
was such an integral pa rt of her life
because of all the har dships she had
to face. One particularl y horr ible
anecdote recalled how Nazis beat
Singal's father for two hours because
he was not wearing a yellow Star of
David.
"We didn't think of anyth ing but
how to survive. For every Jew found
there was a reward of a pound of
salt," quoted Singal.
He told how his parents fled to
the. forest in 1942, where they lived
for two years, begging for food.
"It's not hard to become a beggar;
it becomes easier each time you beg,"
said Singal.
After the liberation, their daughter became very ill. His father said
that if his daughter died , he did not
want to live; but his mother said,
"No, we shall live." When his mother was six months pregnant with her
second child (Judge Singal), his
father grew ill nnd died in ' Poland.
- "My mother was not like
Buntshe," Singal commented. "She
raised her voice to say no. She
refused to deny God, She thought
that the horror nround her wns sim-

ply not God's will."
Singal compare d hi s mother 's
experiences to the story of a Jew who
carved h is name into a wooden
spoon while in a concentration camp
so that people would know and
remember him.
"Everything can be taken from a
man but one thing: the right to
choose one's own way," said Singal.
Singal pointed out modern examples of this lesson. James F, Blake, the
Montgomery, Alabama bus driver
who demanded Rosa Parks give up
her seat to a white woman, died
recently.
"Rosa Parks said 'no,'" Singal
said. After the incident, Blnke said , "I
wasn't trying to do anything to that
woman except my job. Some can say
no, and , indeed , others cannot," said
Singal.
Singal was born in Florence, Ital y
and migrated to the United States in
1949, where he has since resided in
Bangor. He was an undergraduate at
the University of Maine and received
his graduate degree at Harvard Law.
Since then he has served as
Chairman of the Supreme Court
Advisory Committee on Maine Civil
Rules and has been a Fellow of the
American College of Trinl Lawyers
since 1993. In 2000 he was nominated
by President Clinton to succeed the
late Judge Morton A , Brody as
United Stales District Judge in
Maine.

Fund to support Maine speakers
By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NRWS EDITOR
Colby's Phi Beta Knppa Society
(PBK) has recently established a Phi
Beta Knppa Mnlne Speakers fund lo
hel p defray the costs of inviting
members of the Mnlno community to
speak on campus,
Thcuo grouts nre intended to meet
a current need not addressed by
other sources of campus funding,
Although a limited number of grants
aro available, ihcso funds may bo
used to provide a campus guest with
nn honora rium of $100 nnd reimbursement of car travel expenses,
Fundralslng hns been successful

thus far , Associate Chnir of thc
Eng lish department and president of
the PBK Sponkors ' Fund Pat Onion
said , "Since Chnrles Bnsset teamed
up with PBK secretary Dnvid Mills to
write n very funny fundralsing letter,
we've gotten a lot of donations, This
year when I became president I
thought, what's thc point of sil ling on
this? With tho enormous help of Russ
Colo, Iho (PBK) treasurer, who set up
a website, wo created Iho PBK Maine
Speakers Fund ,"
Tho fund is small and Is meant ns
a supplement lo classes, The fund
will bo used to hel p fnculty who
"teach classes related to Maine communities and would like their stu-

dents to internet with people such as
Maine writers, Maine Na tive
Americans, or members of ethnic
communities,"
Onion sold thnt "tho reason for
this particular fund title is that it is
impossible to find funds for smnll
classroom appearances nt Colby, If
you go to a groat deal of trouble you
enn talk various departments and
organization into providing some
funding for something that benefits
the College as a whole, but wo fel l
there should bo somo simple way to
pay local people a Illllc money to
share (heir experience and enterprise
with classes, or with particular student groups."

NEWS BRIEFS'
Corrado and Thamattoor receive
teaching award
Anthony Corrado, professor of
government at Colby College, and
Dasan Thamattoor, assistant professor of chemistry,will both receive tho
2002 Senior Class Charles Bassett
Teaching Award and will deliver
Colby's final Spotlight Event lectures
of the year today. Corrado and
Thamattoor's individual addresses
will take place at 7 p.m. in Lorimer
Chapel. Corrado will discuss
"Lessons on Political Reform" and'
Thamattoor's talk is titled "The Bird;
and the Cage."
The award, determined by a vote
of the senior class, recognizes'
Corrado and Thamattoor as two of
the most popular professors on a faculty that numbers more than 200:
While the award has traditionally
been given, to one winner annually,
this year an equal number of votes
were cast for Corrado and
Thamattoor. Corrado teaches courses
on American politics and political
theory.Widely regarded as one of the
nation's leading experts on political
finance,he is currently a Nonresident
Senior Fellow of the Brookings
Institution, Chair of the American Bar
Association's Advisory Commission
on Election Law and Chair of the
Board of Trustees of the Campaign
Finance Institute, a nonpartisan policy organization based in Washington,
D.C. Corrado is the author or coauthor of six books. He jo ined the Colby
faculty in 1986.
Thamattoor teaches courses in
organic chemistry and his expertise
includes synthetic, mechanistic and
computational organic chemistry. He
has published a number of articles
with Colby undergraduates. He is
coauthor with chemistry professor
Bradford Mundy of several sections
for the formcoming international
series Science of
Synthesis.
Thamattoor also serves as a faculty
resident in West Quad residence hall.
He joined the Colby faculty in 1999.
History of Afghanistan
lecture today
The history of Af ghanistan in the
20th century will be the topic today
by Munis Faruqui, visiting instructor
of history at Bowdoin College.
Faruqui's lecture, "From Buffer State
to Battlefield: Af ghanistan since
1900," will be given at 4 p.m. in room
100 of Lovejoy. It is open to the public
and free of charge.
Specializing in South Asian and
Islamic history, Faruqui formerly
served as project coordinator for
Duke University's Oceans Connect, a
program that studies trans-oceanic
relationships between disparate societies. Faruqui has lectured on Asian
history at numerous conferences and
colleges and most recently served as
chair of a panel at the Association of
Asian Studies' annual meeting in
Washington, D.C. He has published
articles in Economic & Political
Weeklyand South Asia Bulletin. He is
currently completing a dissertation
on the Mughal Empire and expects to
receive his Ph.D. in history from
Duke this summer.
Italian Festival at Colby today

and tomorrow

The inaugural Colby

Italian

Festival will be held at Colby College

in Watervilleon today and tomorrow.
The festival will feature a roundtable
discussion on Italian studies in the
United States and a poetry reading
with Paolo Valesio. All festival events
are open to the public and free of
charge.
The roundtable discussion will
take place on Thursday,May 2, at 4:30
p.m. in the Spa, The discussion will
be followed by a concert by the Colby
trio Primavera performing works by
Italian composer Giuseppe Tartini.
On Friday in the Pugh Center,
Valesio will give a bilingual reading
of his poetry, Colby English Professor
Patrick Brancacclo will read his translation of Italian Nobel Prize-winning
poet Salvatorc Quasimodo's work ,
Poets Mario Moroni, Italian professor,
and Olivia Holmes also will read
(heir own poems. Tlie reading will be
followed by a performance of Italian
Futurist poems and a literary contest
by students of Italian at Colby,
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; Beginning next fall, a diversity
¦workshop for incoming first-years
• will be implemented into the cur; rent COOT program. The workshop
;is a result of students' appeal to
enhance diversity and awareness at
' Colby.
I The workshop will focus on
[individuality and a range of personal differences including, but not
•restricted to, race, religion, gender,
*!age, sexual orientation, and economic status. Historically, despite
student demand for greater diversity on campus, optional diversity
lectures have been poorly attended.
The new diversity workshop
will be a mandatory component of
COOT. The workshop will concen» trate on helping first-year students
embrace the Colby community by
emphasizing diversity's importance within the student body.
The freshman diversity workshop will take place on Sept. 1 following the students' return to campus. COOT leaders will mediate the
workshops in groups consisting of
^ four leaders and the members of
two COOT trips.
In preparation for the diversity
workshops, COOT leaders will participate in a training program on
individual differences during the
summer. A shorter version of this
9 workshop, led by Loel Green,
Senior Specialist for Education
Alliance at Brown University, was
incorporated in last fall's COOT
training, but was not repeated with
the freshmen during orientation.
Green has taught this interactive
workshop for several years to head

Some people will do just about
anything to get into their college of
choice. At Harvard University,where
some 20,000 applicants apply each
year, admissions officers have collected what Dean of Admissions and
Financial Aid William R. Fitzsimmons
calls, "a colorful set of items," such as
a dozen roses, various desserts, a size
17 athletic shoe, and a photo of one
applicant7 s . bedroom wall, painted
crimson to show school spirit.
According to Fitzsimmons, there
are now guide books that instruct students on how to get noticed in the
application process;however, he commented that these guidebooks often
inspire students to become outlandishly eager.
Some familiar with the admissions
process attribute the gimmicks to
media attention paid to applicants
who employ such marketing strategies to catch the eye of the admissions
office.
"Whenever someone does a crazy
stunt, it gets press (coverage)," said
Connie Cooper, found er of College
Foundation Planners Inc., a college
counsel ing service ba sed in
California. "But these games don't
work."
Nevertheless, some applicants still
feel compelled to mount a campa ign
to wi n the ad m i ssion committee's
vote.
One Harvard applicant sent
dozens of gift pencils, each with a picture of the applicant and an inscription that read, "Admit (applicant's
name)."
Several over zealous candidates
have printed their own versions of
Time, selecting themselves as Man or
Woman of the Yenr and including articles detailing their nchievements and
contributions.
Those with culinary talents try to
sweeten the deal with desserts—fruitcake, carrot cake, and chocolate chip
cookies—some of which ore consumed gratefully by the admissions
staff while reviewing applications,
But sometimes some just go too
far. One applicant sent in all of his
corrected papors-since kindergarten.
Another sent in a personal diary, A
third a huge pile of recommendation
letters ,
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Not quite the Hamburgler
According
to
the
Daily
Northwestern, the Burger King at
1740 Orrington Ave has made it a bit
harder to clean up after yourself.
After a rash of napkin-dispenser
thef t s, Burger King management
decided last week to shelve the commodity in order to cut costs.
According to manager Darshana
Jay, the Burger King "napkin bandit"
was caught red-handed two weeks
ago trying to lift the restaurant's napkin dispensers.
"People were just taking (them)
and running out the door," Jay said.
The culprit, whose identity
University and Evanston police both
were unable to conf irm, told BK the
incident was only a prank. Jay disagrees.
"She said it was a joke, but if s not
a joke," Jay said, "Those things are
expensive."
Jay said the prankster was a
Northwestern student who is suspected of terrorizing the "Home of
the Whopper " for months.
Trying to secure their nap kins
safely, BK management has restricted
public access to thc disposable luxuries, moving all the napkins behind
the counter.
About a week after the big switch,
customers are starling to go through
dispenser withdrawal.
BK patron Joe Milici said he
noticed the change immediately,
"I said to myself," 'where are tire
nap kins?'" he said, "You get your coffee and make a right turn , and they're
supposed to be there."
Another displeased patron , Tim
Callahan , snid the policy change wasn't necessary.
"I don't think there's going to be
n run on nap kins," he said, "They
could have just left the damn napkins out,"
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"We stopped counting at 80,"
Fitzsimmons said. "Although we
were happy to hear from the applicant's orthodontist that the teeth had
straightened out, we didn't think it
(was relevant)."
Fitzmorris declined to comment
on whether specific ploys actually
work—and on how admissions officers respond to items that may seem
frivolous.
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residents.and members of SGA. In
the past, the objective of the workshop has been to heighten awareness through open forum discussions and hands-on activities that
explore topics including the reasons
people feel marginalized, the ways
in which people characterize gender, and activities which address
emotionally-charged issues such as
sexual assault, racial preju dice and
homophobia.
By relating past personal experiences to diversity issues, the workshop motivates students to not only
acknowledge difference, but also
brings it to a personal level.
This fall's COOT leaders were
required to meet a diversity qualification when applying. This commitment distinction was not regarded above an applicant's outdoor
experience, personality, social
skills, or leadership, but rather as
an addition to these. Fears that the
integration of the diversity workshop and its influence upon COOT
leader selection will deteriorate the
COOT program seem unsubstantiated.
The four-day trip portion of
COOT will not change; on-campus
orientation will be revised to more
effectivel y address identity and students' role as members of the Colby
community.
Next fall's COOT leaders and its
organizers, Associate Dean of
Students Lisa Hallen, Assistant
Director of Student Activities
Leanne Burnham, and COOT
Coordinator Megan Gossling '02
anticipate another fun and successful year. This will be the 27th year
Colby has had an outdoor orientation program.
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Harvard admissions unswayed
by bribes
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Opinions Editor: Emma McCandles s

Editorials . ' '

•

Honor code not necessary

As Colby students we do not need an honor code. At a very basic level,
signing a piece of paper does not make a person honorable.
An honor code will not suddenly create a most honest or trustworthy
Colby community. The school will instead resemble an Orwellian nightmare with everyone constantly looking over their shoulders, scared they
might be accused of doing something dishonorable 'and therefore be
expelled.
Installing an honor code would also empower SGA, Presidents' Council,
the administration or whoever creates the honor code regulations to make
fundamental value choices for students here. Individuals would no longer
be able to decide for themselves if they wanted to turn in someone who
they saw cheating, they would instead be compelled to turn them in regardless of how they feel on this issue.
Cheating may be a dishonorable act, but an honor code will not necessarily deter those who would cheat. Instead it would force students to keep
tabs on other students, something many would feel uncomfortable doing.
Another disturbing issue is that many of those who support an honor
code do so for simple convenience reasons. Under such a system students
could take their finals whenever they wanted, and therefore some students
would get to leave earlier for breaks than they can now. But getting home a
f ew day s early is no justification for fundamentally changing the academic
and social atmosphere of the Colby community.
If the goal is a society built on trust/honesty, and honor, that Utopia will
not be achieved by installing an honor code that basically requires students
to spy on one another.
SGA referendum successful, could have been better organized
The Echo was pleased to see th at the student body passed the recent
motion to separate SGA and SPB in a recent campus-wide vote. The separaiton will, hopefully free up SPB to focus on campus sodal programming
without having to go through SGA for approval.
Likewise, the split will enable SGA to focus more on matters of policy
and leave social programming issues to SPB. All in all, the separation
should enable both groups -— and campus life in general — to function
more smoothly.
However, the manner in which the vote was held was less effective than
it could have been. Several other issues, including establishing an SGA
Judiciary Committee and limiting the SGA President's power of veto were
connected to the decision to split SGA and SPB. Most of these issues were
of little concern to students (if students were even aware of them at all).
The way in whichthe ballot was set up did little to enlighten students as
to wh at these issues were or why they were good or bad. It would have
been fairly easy to add a link on the ballot website to Jenn Coughlin's summary of the changes , but this was hot done. Students particularly interested in finding out about the additional changes could find them on the SGA
website, but a link was not made readily available to voters, who likelydidn't bother to seek it out. The ballot should have clearly stated what effect
accepting the constitutional changes would have.
Given the choice of simply accepting or rejecting the revisions, most students probably knew that SGA and SPB would be separated,but made their
decision relatively unaware of what else they were actually voting on.
Also, it would have been better to allow students to vote on each revision separately, rather than having them cast a single vote on all the
changes. This way,students who agreed with some of the revisions but not
others would have been able to voice their opinions more completely.
While the Echo is happy to see the SGA and SPB re-evaluating themselves and their functions, we suggest the groups also re-evaluate the manner in which they go about seeking input from the student body 'at large;

Multicultural housing is not, I
repeat is not, about segregation by
any means. It is about students takI'm writing this letter as an active ing the initiative to try and make
and concerned community member. substantial changes to this campus
After the rallying and silent vigils on climate. A lot of. people brag about
the 12, there have been numerous Colby being a place where if you
misconceptions about the demands want something, all you have to do
made sby.'" the Coalition for is try and chances are you will get it.
Institutional Accountability;namely In my years here, I've witnessed this,
multicultural housing. It is my hope with the number and variety of
that this letter will (1) clear up those speakers, cultural events, etc. that
misconceptions and (2) encourage have been brought to this campus.
So, when if s obvious that a subpeople to read the document at
www.colby.edu/education (click on stantial number of students have
social justice link) to become made a concerted effort to get something that they want, why does it
informed.
The first misconception is that the seem that we are met with such hosCoalition is composed of four stu- tility and ignorance?
dents (which was mentioned in last
Fuftherrhbre, multicultural housweek's Echo). This is not true! The ing is about providing an atmosCoalition is made up of a larger phere where ANY and ALL students
number of students; the four stu- who are interested in pursuing
dents who were mentioned are rep- issues of multicultu ralism can do so
in a safe and healthy place that proresentatives of this larger group.
The 'Jsecond misconception is motes, intellectual and personal
about multicultural housing as a growth. Has anyone ever considered
special' interest housing unit. Colby that our beloved Colby community
already has special interest housing may not be a safe place for many dif(chem free, quiet and senior apart- ferent kinds of students for different
ments), so the argument that it reasons? With sexu al assaults, antiwould divide the campus according queer hate crimes and racialharrassto specificinterests does not hold up. ments being a reality for many stuAnd since when did multicultur- dents on this campus (Don't want to
al housing become synonymous burst your bubble, but they do hapwith "ail W.A.S.P, all-black, all-dry, pen HERE), we need to make sure
or all-queer" as an article in this past that everyone feels integrated into
Edio suggested? Multiculturalism in our community.
To do that requires that we work
and of itself encompasses more than
groups based on ethnicity and sexu- from the inside out. How can we
al orientation,, and if one chooses to aspire to make Colby a better place
limit hun'/herself to the aforemen- as a whole, if there are parts within
tioned ' narrow definition, then I that whole that feel marginalized,
think it takes away from the poten- tokenized and ostracized on a daily
tial that a multiculturalhouse would basis?
have on this campus.
Javanese Hailey '03
Also, I've heard that a multicultural hou se would take the "diversi Thank you volunteers !
ty" away from this campus. First of
all, "diversity" is not something that
The Colby Volunteer Center
comes in a nicely wrapped package
for people to consume. In my opin- would like to thank all of the volunion, it is more about a way of life teers who participated in this year's
than having the token black, queer, sixth annual Colby Cares Day. The
international, etc. student in a dorm. community appreciates all of your
In defense of multicultural
v ,Y . . housing .*
¦¦

hard work. We would especially like
to thank Colby Football, Foss, East
Qu ad, Mary Low, ' Coburn, Colby
Handbells, Sirens, and the
Colbyettes for contributing so greatly last Saturday
There were over 100 volunteers,
both students, staff, and faculty, who
went out into the community to help
in 15 different projects. From walking in support of the homeless shelter, cleaning cafes, planting gardens,
doing trailwork and yardwork, to
signing in nursing homes, all of the
volunteers made Colby proud.
Thank you again! We look forward
to seeing you again next year. ,
Megan Gossling '02
. Jenn Rosenberg '04
Julia Boehm '03

I absolutely love the COOT pro- ' ''
gram. It is my favorite aspect of' "*
Colby life. I want to see it be the best
program it can be. I also think """
extremely highly of everyone n*
involved in the COOT program. The ' *
point of my article, whichmore than
likely was lost, as it was more than a ' '
little wordy, is for the leaders and 'f"*
committeeto formulate some sort of \*
goal for the program, to find some "!
'*
direction for it.
Ever since its creation in the '70s, ,
it has waxed and waned in the flow "
of motivated students in and out of ''\
Colby. I would like to see it (as I l
think it is moving towards) become '
a more substantial and stable aspect
of Colby student life that is no _
longer subjected to the four-year-

spin-cycle.
r*i
I do think it should remain fairly
Belcher clarifies column
easy to mould as needs and times
change, but you get the idea. The
I want to clarify last week's point of the article was that I see this
COOT article. I wrote four or five solidification happening, but maybe -l
versions of the article, none of which not in an understood manner; it is |
I was 100% happy with (including free form trying to find a shape. I y<
the fin al, printed one). It is brutally was simply trying to get the people (fc •
ironic that my article about people involved to try to define that shape, '.
making mistakes, contained many so that everything about the pro- !
mistakes itself.
gram is as strong as possible.
I want to make it very clear to the
Finally,as stated above, I think all Colby Community: I love every sin- the committee members, administragle member of the COOT tion and leaders already do a great
Committee, Megan Gossling '02 the job, but I simply wanted to remind
COOT Coordinator, Lisa Hallen, them of the massive impact they ,^
Leanne Burnham and of course all of have on 400 entering students.
the leaders. They all have extremely Almost every single pr esently
difficult jobs and do them very, enrolled . Colby student went
VERY well. They are simply amaz- through the COOT program. Did
ing people. My article in NO WAY they have an absolu tely amazing ori- '
was meant to be a personal attack on entation? Was it a miserable experiany of them. It was meant simply to ence? If s not easy,but if s up to you,
critique their roles as program lead- the leaders and committee to make
ers and their decisions in that capac- that orientation as amazing as possi- ¦*¦*
ble.
ay.
I also want to make it clear that I
I know they all are working h ard
was not trying to stick up for anyone on doing just that, bu t wanted to '.'.who did not get selected to be a raise awareness as to how it is done.
leader or committee member.That is I apologize for the confusion in the . '
' '.
my last concern, as they can stickup previous article.
for themselves if they have an issue.
' v*
Rob Belcher '02
I was merely sticking up for the program as a whole.
¦
\j. *

:' .'vi.*
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Opinions

Graduating seniors
is a work in progress
at
Colby
Diversity
sure are lame
The Vast
Wasteland
Ryan Davis
The other day, I happened to be
reading the Emory University newspaper online for no particular reason
when I came across a column entitled "Seniors: Keep nostalgia away
from everyone else."
"In every speech, farewell editorial"—ahem!— "or avenue through
which they are allowed to irresponsibly subject us to their newfound
understanding," the columnist
writes, "(graduating seniors) will
Implore us to 'do whatever you
choose, but do it with love' or to
'look the future in the eye.' In short,
they will pummel us with every
piece of pseudo-wisdom and charming sentiment that is best suited to
poetry written by brain-damaged
grade schoolers. Of course, all that
remains a mystery is the exact reason why graduating seniors suddenly become so lame."
Since I was preparing to write my
very last Echo column, these words
gave mo pause. I had been planning

to write some sort of mushy wrapup of my four years at Colby, full of
reminiscences, farewells and neurotic fidgeting about the future, and I
hadn't really stopped to think about
how nauseating these words would
be to three-quarters of the student
body.
Tlie Emory columnist has a point:
such self-absorbed fetishizing of the
last few weeks of college and great,
big, scary world outside of
Waterville is based solely on the
insufferable implication that my situation, or that of any other member
of the Class of 2002, is in any way
unique.
Every spring, thousands of students at hundreds of colleges and
universities across the country graduate and move on. They get jobs, go
to grad school (and then get jobs),
get married, have kids, buy a house,
get a mortgage (whatever that
means) and live their lives. All of us
are shaped by their college experience, but in the great scheme ol
things, these past, four years will
amount to nary an entry in our per-

see WASTELAND
continued on page 5

Emma
McCandless
I "do"a ' lor of volunteering for
admissions, as I've mentioned in
previous columns, and April is
quite possibly their busiest month.
This April, I did a bit of overnight
hosting, and one of my prospectives was here through the
Discover Colby program. Like all
prospective students, she had a lot
of questions, and one of her
biggest concerns was diversity at
Colby....
Diversity is a tough issue to
talk about, at least for me. It's very
complicated , and explaining it
takes more than saying something
like, "There's not enough," or
"Everyone here is white," The
way I see it, as I usually tell
prospective students and their
parents, Is as work in progress on
the parts of both the students and
the administration—and we can
only achieve the goal by working
together.
Diversity has many aspects:

racial, ethnic, sexual orientation, Extravaganza and "fun stuff" like
religious, political, etc. Colby fea- the recent drag show and the hiptures diversity of all these types hop competition, diversity maniand more. Granted, we're not as fests itself at Colby in a wide varidiverse here as a large university ety of ways. People who say we
in or near a big city would be, but don't have any just plain aren't
we're not entirely diversity-free, looking hard enough.
•The problem, as I see it, is not
either. Both the current administration and the student body are so much a lack of diversity as it is
doing what they can to improve a lack of acceptance and recognition of the diversity that's alr eady
here. No one on this campus
COUNTLESS EVENTS
seems to recognize or appreciate
the diversity we do have because
ON THIS CAMPUS
they're too focused on creating
CELEBRATE AND
more.
I'm not saying that more diverCALL ATTENTION TO
sity would be a bad thing; I think
DIVERSITY. PEOPLE
it would be fabulous. But before
we can take that step, we—majoriWHO SAY WE DON'T
ties, minorities, everyone—need
HAVE ANY JUST
to take a closer look at the diversity
that's right in front of our faces
PLAIN AREN'T LOOKand see what we can learn from it.
ING HARD ENOUGH.
Something that I think is really
key to improving diversity is realizing that every single person has
something unique and useful to
the situation.
Countless events on this cam- contribute. Here at Colby, we
pus celebrate and call attention to haven't quite come to that realizadiversity. From * Inst year's inau- tion yet. Thc recent demands of
gural CBB Diversity Conference to the Coalition for Institutional
last weekend's International Accountability are ju st one exam-
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p le of the Colby community's !K.
refusal to listen to ideas and ^-;;
beliefs that are . different from J* *;
theirs.
Sure, people always feel more 0,;
comfortable around those who ,- ,
share a background similar to v
^
their own. That's human nature— , »
but it shouldn't serve as an excuse ..;»•
to separate oneself from the com- r j'
munity at large. Segregation (or . <>/.
self-segregation) is NOT the ..if
answer; as I see it, it can only .-„ j
make the problem worse in the '
long run by inhibiting the 3.'
exchange of ideas and making ,
^
friendships even harder to form .„_
between people of different races, „,
religions, sexual orientations, etc.
Increasing diversity and the ~j
awareness of it is an ongoing '*J
effort that is going to take work on t
the parts of all those who want to f
see it happen. It's going to take [
compromise, and it's going to take J
open minds and willingness to lis- j
ten. It isn't going to be easy. Good 1
things never are. But It will be J
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WASTELAND Seniors, cynicism, and sentimentality: Kyan Oavis is a conf licted soul
continued from page 4

[s¦ on al biography.

j * Think about every life story of a
'famous person you've ever heard.
jCollegeis only a starting point for all
;of them: "After graduating from
^Trinity College, Oscar Wilde became
one of the world's most renowned
playwrights and authors."
i-:* "After receivinga Ph.D. in math
from Michigan, Ted Kaczynski
amoved to the woods and started
killing people with mail bombs."
" To think that my experience is
anything that anyone else should
care about is an example of the kind
of self-important narcissism I'd like
to think I can usually resist. College
is a place to learn and have fun for
fpur years, an experience that will
hopefully get you a job and then,
whether you like it or not, more or
less fade from memory until it
shows up in your obituary.
;¦'" If s tempting to make a big deal
out of graduating from college. Our
cocoon of friends, classes and rou-

tine is shattered forever, and if s perfectly likely that we will never see
the people we today call our closest
friends ever again. Depressing, isn't
it? But it happens to everyone. No
one is able to surround themselves '
with their college buddies for the
rest of their life. Even if they could, it
would be supremely lame. I don't
want to be reminiscing about parties/'
in Alfond when I'm 45.
Throughout the year, I've been
tormenting my other senior friends
by reminding them how close graduation was becoming. I thought I
was doing it as a kind of defense
mechanism: telling myself it didn't
bother me in the hope that I'd start
to believe it. The truth, I've found
over the last few weeks, is that it'
doesn't really bother me. I'm tough,
I'm adaptable, and I'm going to be
just fine.
,
All I know for certain is that after
graduation, I'm driving to Colorado
with friends for a few weeks, but my

life after that point is utterly Up in
the air. Thaf s kind of an interesting
feeling. You know when you're little
arid people ask you, "what do you
want to be when you grow up?"
Well, I grow up in less than a month
and I still don't know.
No, I don't have a job. No, I have
no idea what I would even want to
do. Yes, I've probably procrastinated
away countless excellent opportunities. But there'll be more. Life is big
open road bordered on each side
glittering opportunitiesthat...
Hih-mm...r seem to be lurching
toward the Emory columnist's
dreaded graduating senior platitudes. In sp ite of the fact that I made
a conscious attempt to avoid such
meaningless drivel, I've arrived
there anyway.
Maybe if s impossible to avoid
thinking about stuff like this when
your life is about to change completely, like it never has before and
never will again, into something

completely unrecognizable, wholly
removed from the last 22 y ears of
your life, during which you were

i am freaked out
about where my,
life will go from
here! i am upset
about leavin g ' my
friends and my (!•
routine! i've been a
student since
1983. 1 can 't imagine life without !
Colb y!
always protected and provided for
and...
Oh, God. My friends are,right.

I'm living a lie.

Ward 's
Words

Lexicon
Devils
Noah Charney
Thank you, Colby. Thank you for
.accepting us as we were, and allowing us to become who we are. Thank
you for four years, wished it were
;five. Thank you for easing us
j through the journey from youth, and
¦open ing the door to. the real world.
•Many would prefer to stay in your
womb than pass out of comfort into
life. .
Thank you for your pristine beau•ty, the awe your towers inspire, the
imajesty of your entirety. Thank you
for the fr iendships m ade, the late
n ights stayed past midnight in your

company. Thank you for the white
silhouette of the tower against the
night sky, wrapped in a smoke of
falling snow, in an aqua twilight,
against an orange sunset.
Thank you for making this place
the best it could be for every individual one of us. Thank you for
allowing us to change you to better
our experience. Thank you for your
time. Thank you for the countless
hours late at night in your off ices,
long after working hours had ended.
Thank you for the Bonn ie's
breakfasts, the dinners out and in
your homes, the welcome offered to
us, we who are the young strangers.
Thank you for every inspiring word,
every catalyt ic idea , for every
moment when thought crystallized,

for allowing us to teach ourselves
through you, for all your wisdom
and all your experiences that you

improvement whether in our country,our political system or at Colby.
I say this because I've become
distraught at the prevalence of apathy at Colby. At times I will admit
I've probably contributed to that
myself, but I have tried in one way
or another to create some discourse
and discussion on this campus.
There are many other people here
who have used their time to raise
the level of debate better than I
have and I applaud that, and I
hope it will continue.
Too often we shoot too low and
expect too little of ourselves and
the institution we are a part of. (So
maybe I do have some words of
wisdom to pass on after all).
Whether you raise your hand in
class or run for an SGA office or do
anything that falls in between just
don't sell yourself or those around
you short. We are all at a time in
our lives of infinite possibility, and
we do a disservice to our own
futures and to those that will follow us at Colby and in the real
world if we dort't work to realize
our full potential as individuals
and as a community.
When you think about next year
and the future, don't be content in

were kind enough to share with us.
Thank you for teaching our
hands and hearts along with our
minds. Thank you for read ing every
essay, for every good grade, and for
every ba d grad e surrounded by
your encour aging and constructive
criticism. Thank you for being our
teachers and our friends. Thank you
for treating us as your family, our
h ome away from home.
Thank you for cleaning up after
us, for tolerating our occasional
inconsideration. I hope that we have
behaved ourselves and treated you
with the kindness you deserve.

Thank you for showing us our
futures, hel ping us down our p a ths,
and directing us to the shining destinations.
Thank you for those stories of

your past lives: of breeding goats
and warrior princesses, of driving

making small changes. Rewriting
the SGA Constitution to clarif y
impeachment procedures shouldn't satisf y anyone, maybe the
whole document should be
scrapped . Maybe Colby students
are apathetic because in our current system, change that would
have any real affect on the daily
lives of student doesn't seem possible. Sometimes change within, the
system means changing the entire
system.
I'm not talking about ' this
because I necessarily believe , student government needs to be
restructured, only because I believe
this campus has grown stagnant
and I am a firm believer that the
best vehicle for change and
empowerment is government, at
whatever level.
So I leave you with this: don't be
afraid to try what hasn't been tried;
don't be afraid to say what you
really think; and take advantage of
this time. Squeeze every last drop
out of Colby until the day you
leave, and by doing so, leave here
with no regrets.
Geoff Ward is the Manag ing
E ditor of the Echo.

rigs and love in gymnasiums, of
Roman films and student riots, of
cayenne p epper cookies and nu de
recitations, of your children and Toni
Morr
ison, of lost arks and French
flashers, Lindzer tortes and love triangles, of homesteading and house
building, of South Dakota and headless chickens, of peanut shells in
London, of all that you have experienced and shared with us.
Thank you for being there and
lending your lives to help us grow.
Thank you for making this good
place great. No good you have done
,-.
will be forgotten.
The memories will remain. Thank
¦,,- . ¦
you.
Noah Charney is a columnist ,
for the Ech o.

Ryan Davis will be the editor in
chief of the Echo until you f inish read. ing this sentence. Now he's not any.
more.

Saying goodbye

Graduation? already ? what the,..

So as you might imagine, right
now the last thing I want to do is
leave this place, but not just
because of my penchant for always
liking what I'm doing right now
the most. I've had the best semester
Geoff Ward
I've ever had on this campus. I'm
finally doing well in classes and
t,- As I sit down to write what will I've never had more fun with my
£>e my final column as an editor for roommates and friends. And when
the Echo I'm quite frankl y at a loss everything seems to be truly comas to what I should say. I don't ing together, I have to leave. It
Relieve it will do much good for me breaks my heart.
And I'm sure all of you will
to part with some all-powerful
words of wisdom for those of you miss me too. Well, except for all the
who are coming back next year, or conservatives on campus who have
some final summation of my Colby been waiting for years to get rid of
career. The most I can say is that I me. Don't worry, I'm finally out of
think I learned the most during my here. And of course there are those
college career when I learned of you who aren't really sure who I
am, because apparently the picture
things for myself.
' :! Up to the day I am writing this of me that appears with this colI've learned new things, met new umn looks nothing like me. You
p eople, and had new experiences. won't miss me because you still
I'll admit I came into my senior haven't figured out who I am.
Beyond that, I hope if I'm not
year almost anxious to get it over
with. It's a common trend with me, missed then at least my commenI always like what I'm doing so tary will be missed. Whether you
j»/hen my summer employment agreed with my liberal leftist views
|comes to an end, I always want to or not, I hope at the very least I
|keep working. This year was worst made you think about some impor|than most, being so close to the real tant issues and provided levelheaded, common sense ideas for
•world.

Perhaps I can do one little bit of
good before I go. At graduation,
when Dean Kassman says something to the effect of "Ladies and
gentlemen, the Colby College Class
of 2002," thafs when you throw
your cap in the air. I've been to the
last two graduations, and no one has
done it' right. They always fid get
around until someone has the
courage to throw their cap at some
random, insignificant point. Then
everyone kind of hesitates, there's a
brief scattering of caps and it looks
ridiculous.
If we're remembered for nothing
else, at least we can be the class that
threw their caps at the appropriate
time. So, remember, "Class of 2002"
= throw cap. If 11look great, trust me.

You know what? I am freaked.out
about where my life will go from
here! I am upset about leaving my
friends and m y , routine! I don't
know how to pay bills, buy a house,
meet people outside the artificial
social structure of school and activities, or do anything except be a student. I've been a student since my
first day at Little Horizons Nursery
School in 1983. I can't imagine life
without Colby!
Who . cares if I'm not unique?
Screw you Emory newspaper!. .: ;
If you don't like it, you shouldn't
have read this column. No one is so
callous about graduation that it can
be treated as just another day on the
calendar. It is a monumental change
of life, even if it won't necessarily
seem that way in five years.
So, here's my advice to you: do
whatever you choose, but do it with
love. Arid look the future in the eye.
So there.

I've felt alone. I've sat on the steps
of Miller Library and missed Colorado.
I've climbed mountains in Colorado
and missed Colby,missed the community of my friends that has become my
family.
I've gone sledding on the chapel
hill after the first snowfall. I've gone
ice-skating on Johnson Pond. I've collected leaves in the fall and flowers in
the spring. I've sat in the spring sunshine on the quad and pretended to
read my homework while talking to
my friends.
I spent my first night on campus in
an overwhelmed state of shock. I didn't know my way around these unfamiliar buildings; I didn't know the
people around me. I was terrified. I
wasn't certain that this place could
ever become my home.
And now I stand ready to leave this

All Talk
Briana Wright
This is.my last Echo article. At first I
wanted to write about the entire Colby
experience. I wanted to write something universal, something that would
encompass everyone on this campus. I
wanted to write about how we all
arrived at Colby, what we felt and
learned, how we had grown into the
people we now are.
But I realized, as I tried to begin
putting the words on paper, that there
is no universal Colby experience.
We've all lived here as individuals, and
although we've all grown, if s been in
different, personal ways. I can't track a
single all-encompassing Colby experience. The most I can do is think about
my time on Mayflower Hill and hope
that something reverberates with you,
my constant reader.
I came to the Colby campus for
good in January of 1999, after spending
a semester in London. The campus
was coyered with ice, reflecting the
light from streetlamps like tiny earthbound stairs. The snow was deep. At
night I could hear the sound of branches cracking on Runnels hill, in the
arboretum.
As I write these words the campus
is once again covered in snow, albeit
rapidly melting. Green grass and daffodils are pushing towards tire sun.
The buds on the lilac bush outside my
dorm are opening. If s been four years.
"It would have been possible," my
mom told me over the phone, "to have
gotten all the books you read at the
library, to have gotten something like
the Colby education on your own."
Her comment made me realize the
impossibility of what she was describing. My college education has been so
much more than a list of books read, of
tests taken, of essays written.
I stepped onto the ice of the Colby
campus four years ago as a different
person. I entered Colby with all the
answers, Now I'm preparing to leave
with far fewer answers, with less dogmatic certainty and far more interesting questions.
I've taken classes, true, and I have
learned more from them then I ever
could have from books in a library.But
I've also learned from discussions,
from reflection.
I've stayed up late at ni ght in a tiny
crowded double on frat row discussing
the symbolism in Pearl Jam's video
"Do the Evolution." I've argued about
the existence of God on a Sugarloaf
chnirlift. I've discussed tlie purpose of
higher education In an office in
Lovejoy. I've spent hours In Dona
debating the virtues of the public
school system.
I've fallen in love, I've fallen out of
love. I've gotten my heart broken,
found I could carry on, nnd fallen in
love again. I've fallen in love with
Mnlnc. I've fallen In Jove with authors,
with books, with lire sunset over the
woodsman field.
I've danced.

we leave our mark
on the colle ge,
but Colb y also
leaves its mark on
us. as much as
we have become a
PART OF THIS PLACE,
IT HAS ALSO BECOME

A PART OF W HO WE
ARE AN D WHO WE

WILL BECOME.
campus. If s a tremendous change, perhaps the most upsetting one I've ever
faced. Once again, I'm terr
ified. The
world outside of Colby seems cold,
unfamiliar, covered with that layer of
ice.
If s going to become my home, that
scary real world, as it h as for every
generation of Colby graduates ahea d
of me. What now seems strange will
soon become the comfortable familiar,
will eventually turn into the rhythms
of my life.
And yet what we have shared here
has been precious,My friend once told
me that he came to Colby because
there is something magical about this
place, and I agree. If s something indescribable, something you realize walking across campus at night, looking
from the moon to the brightly Ut tower
of the library.
We leave our mark on trie College,
but Colby also leaves its mark on us,
As much as we have become a part of
this place, it has also become a part of
us, a part of who we are and who wc
will become. And as much as I am
going to miss tills little corner of central Maine, I'm glad to know that I will
always carry ideas and images, from
arguments for an ideal society to pictures of the arboretum ablaze with
autumn color, anywhere I go,
So farewell, my dear and wonderful Colby College. You've been good to
mc. You've been good to us nil.
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persu aded by Lawrence to stay m
London and to tend the ailing citiSTAFF WRITER
zens.
The characters go through variVisiting Assistant Professor and
director Dennis Barnett put together ous trials and tribulations that test
a sp ectacular show in "The Living." their obligations and civic duties.
Barnetfs rendition of Anthony Devoted .wife and mother Sarah
Clarvoe's play, opened with much Chandler (Kate Campbell '05) struganticipation and blew the crowds gles to see her quarantined f amily
away with tremendous acting, pow- while debating whether leaving
erful imagery, and thrilling dialogue town is worth it or not. Reverend Dr.
Thomas Vincent (Jory Raphael '02)
this weekend.
goes through an independent strug"
is
set
in
the
sordid
"The Living
world of 17th centu ry London, gle, trying to figure out God's purwhich had been stricken with the pose during these miserable times.
The cast of this production prohorrific bubonic plague epidemic. It
was a time of sorrow, uncertainty, vided tremendous acting. Laurits
and great loss. Many of the charac- was incredible as the tormented
ters represented the majority of the Lawrence. The struggle of his
citizens, who simply wanted to wavering emotions -was very
escape the dismal world. In one of intriguing.
Lord Brounker, although a part
the earlier scenes, characters scramble to escape the inf ectious city of intended for a male, was fabulously
portrayed Damans Drummond '03.
London .
Clarvoe explores the lives of The flamboyance, arrogance, and
those that tried to maintain sanity in smugness of this character provided
such morbid times. He presented cit- a little bit of comic relief jn this dreaizens su ch as politicians, statisti- ry play.
Kathryn Levy's '02 Mrs.
cians, doctors, and clergymen who
braved the illness and tried to pro- Elizabeth Finch amazingly demonvide hope for the people of London. strated the horrific effects of the
These people became valiant models plague. Her screams would send
of the human spirit. The plague tests chills down anyone's spine. Belenky
the humanity of all of the characters. as the troubled Dr. Harman also preSir John Lawrence (Eric Laurits sented his sorrow in such a noble
'02) is the mayor of London and he manner. Liz Neumann '04, Neil
tries to maintain the community as Reynolds '03, and Andrew Volk '05
many try to escape. His two com- were also remarkable in their varipanions John Graunt (Evan McGee ous roles.
Campbell, especially, gave a bril'03) and Dr. Edward Hannan (Walter
Belenky '02) help Lawrence with his liant performance as Sarah
administration.
Chandler. She captured the essence
Graunt keeps the abysmal statis- of the tragic victim in despair with
tics of the city for Lawrence, and Dr. astute passion. Campbell' s charm
Harman is one of the few doctors onstage was radiant and her facial
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AM271 Film Showing lone
Star - Arey 005 7:00-9:30 pm
Bassett Teaching Award Lorimer Chapel 7:00- 10:00
pm.
<8
Monty Hobson & Greg Dupuy
- Mary Low Coffeehouse 9:00
p.m.
SGA Film 'Royal Tenenbaum's'
- Lovejoy 100 9:30-11:30pm.

BRAD SEYMOUR/ THE ECHO COLBY

Left to Right: Walter Belenky '02,j o r yRaphael '02 and Eric Laurits '02 in "The Living"
expressions were authentic. Her
character was a mixture of delicacy
and strength, a stalwart embodiment
of the every-woman. Campbell' s
success in cap turing the depths of
Sarah's grief and anguish made
audience members weep for her.
Another outstanding performance came from McGee in his role
of the keeper of mortality scrolls, Mr.
Graunt. Graunt was the most calm
and collected ch aracter in the play
and McGee successf ully maintained

that endearing poise. With his many
narrator-style asides, McGee formed
an intimate acquaintance with the
audience, which developed him as
one of the more likable characters in
the play.
The most moving performance of
the night was Raphael's Vincent.
Proving his versatility as an actor,
Raph ael presented the troubled role
of Vincent with captivating vigor.
Usually Colby is for tunate to see
Raphael in many enjoyab le, goofy,

and harmony that are the ultimate
goal of a capella.
I also respect the Sirens because
each song really acts as a group
effort. Never at a Sirens concert will
you see a singer standing in the middle of the group wailing the lyrics to
a song with a. back, up of .10 or so
singers that you can't really hear.
With the Sirens I am able to hear
each voice clearly and understand
each of their roles in the song.
The Sirens, once again f ulfil led
my expectations this weekend. The
girls sang some old favorites and
some news songs as well. The first
song, Des'ree's "What's your Sign"
was probably my least favorite of
their set. But when I found out this

song was by Des'ree, I understood

and comical roles. But in "The
Living," Raph ael proved th at h e
could hold his own in any type of
role, even the serious ones.
His impressive sermon towards
the end of the play was chilling.
Raph ael dramaitcall y presented the
dominant existentialist themes of the
play. The sermon provided com-

see LIVING continued on
page 7

Sirens promote new CO w ith concert in Chapel

By KATE RUSSO

Peppers with instruments, but I
commend the Blue Lights for tackA&E EDITOR
ling the translation.
The Sirens were welcomed by an
In order to celebrate the completion of the first CD "Sailors enthusiastic crowd as always. They
Welcome" after four years of work, sang a set of seven songs, plus an
the Sirens performed a promotional additional encore. I have always
thought that the Sirens stood out
concert last Thursday..; ^ -..77.; - .,
Like most Sirens' concerts, the from other a Capella groups. It helps
show was opened by the Blue that they are one of the newest
Lights, who sung a short set of three groups on campus and they were
songs, consisting, of most notably, able to omit what they didn't like
an interesting version of Red Hot about formal a cappella when they
Chili Peppers' "Under the Bridge." I were creating their sound.
Their sound is unique, first of all
usually associate the song and the
because
the omit percussion.
band with a heavy reliance on
instrumentation and I think that in Though sometimes voice percussion
the end I still prefer the Chili can be interesting, I think it takes
away from the clarity of the voices

Senior Iwionty Hobson
record s fi rst album

Varied aiMB unusuaB
'Drawn From A Family 9
opens at museum
¦
'' ¦'¦
. *¦
..)< .

By MICHAEL GREENBERG
STAFF WRITER

First CD release for Monty Hobson '02

By KATE RUSSO
A.&B EDITOR

Most of us nssociate Monty
Hobson '02 with singing a Cappella
for the Blue Lights, But, Hobson has
produced a CD of 15 acoustic tracks
titled "Ambiguous You"
"Ambiguous You" lies between
the folk and pop genres, The first
tune "Dance" is the catchiest of the
bunch, Should Hobson get a record
deal, this is the song I would envision hitting the airwaves, However,
I felt the song sot nn expectation for
tho CD that didn't really exist, After
listening to "Dance" I expected a
Jight-henrted, upbeat compilotlon,
but this Is not true, Tlio mnjorlty of
Hobson's rfongs tend to be about lost
Joyes, unattainable dreams nnd
missed opportunites ,
"Spill," track three on tho CD,
wns one of my favorites, Hobson
really seems to shovyense his muslcnl
nblliiy In this songi Tloth Iho lyrics
nnd' guitar riffs nro more complex In
(his piece, plus Hobson nn d Greg
Rupuy (hte partner pn the GQ) introduce some Interesting harmonics, >

Overall, I enjoyed the fi rst half of
the CD much more thnn the fi rst, I
felt the beginning was stronger
musically nnd the variation between
the songs' was much more interesting, The second have of the CD
seemed much more mellow nnd dismol, Some of the songs hnd a wlncy
quality to them nnd there were pnrls
were Hobson seems to be singing
out of his comfortable range,
I also think the CD could have
benefited from hnving n few less
songs, Not nil the songs were up to
the stnndnrd of "Dnnco" nn d "Spill"
such ns "Brook my Faith." A12 track
CD thnt eliminntod some of these
wenkor songs would moke n rcnlly
strong folk/pop CD,
Anyone who loves Hobson ns nn
a cappe ll a singer should not be discouraged, bccniiBo he clearly curries
thnt In fluence with him on this CD,
On the track ."He's Big" I could diotlnclly honr some vocnl p er cuss i on
in the bnckground,
For those interested in henring
Hobson nnd Dupiiy pj ny tracks frbin
"Ambiguous You," thoy will bo performing ton ight In ' the Coffeehouse
nt 9 p.m,

these two numbers are always enterwhy I disliked it. But I realize the taining.
Sirens picked it as a cheesy opening
"Pearl" is a piece th at I was not
number so I will abstain from being familiar with until I heard the Siren's
critical of their choice.
perform it, and ever since I h ave
But, after Des'ree their perfor- looked forward to hearing it. Ifs
man ce only went up hill. In the tra- hard not to enjoy the Sirens singing
dition of their eclectic style, they per- "Don't Let G o," especially with
formed "Down in the River," well Jenny Grace's '03 enthusiasm for
known from the "Oh Brother, Where "love making and heartbreaking"
Art Thou?" soun dtrack, with a strikThe Siren's ended their concert
ing solo by Courtney Smith '03. •
with quite possibly the weirdest
In the past year the Sirens have thing I have ever heard, a song by
received much praise for their ver- Zap Mama. I'm not sure you could
sions of Paula Cole's "Pearl" and En really call this a song. It was a collecVogue's "Don't Let Go" I have heard tion of noises. Though amusing, I
these two songs at three of the four urge them not to put.this on their
Sirens concerts I have seen this year. next CD.
Normally this would annoy me, but

Last weekend the Colby College
Art Museum opened a diverse exhibtion of works gathered from three collectors within one family. "Drawn
From A Family: Contemporary Works
On Paper" includes colored pencil,
pen, paint, ink, photography, and a
variety of other media in nn extensive
display of emotions nnd ideas, from
realism to cartoon-like humor, and
from extremely personal subjects to
the very bizarre,
Among the many works displayed
in the enlranceway to the exhibit, n
huge wnll drawing in colored pencil
view,
dominates
the
Irene
Hohcnbuchler 's (Austrinn , b, 1964)
"Wnnderlekoning" uses ornntc text
along with horizontal blnck lines running parallel across the wnll to show
how nrt enn become fused with its
environment yet still romnin nloof nnd
detached, Not understanding the
words, nnd with no trnnslntlon nvnilnble, I could only viow Ihe piece ns n
system of script letters placed Intricately on the wnll, but it wns still
intriguing ,
Siluntod next to this work is nn
nntiquc-lookln g chnir with n stone
perched on the sent, This rather odd
Arrangement becomes clonrin Ihe context of Pnvid Byrne's "Portrait Of
Gnbrlllclln ," nn nlbiim of prints thnt
In cludes n series of choirs with slmllnr
stones,
Gnbriolln Do Ferrari occurs frequently In the exhibit ns n recipient of
Iho .nrt, pnrllciilnrly In a series of four
p/ l/ils by Sol LeWltl (American, b,
1928), ; onlltlod "Four Cubes, Four
Colors, For Gnbrlelln ," This sequence

¦

of gouache prints uses orange, red,
blue, and gray alternately as each of
the visible three sides of a cube, plus
the background.
LeWitf s use of deep, vivid colors
seems to be a staple of his work, for in
a piece entitled "Irregular Shape," a
tangle of yellow brush strokes in an
overlapping pattern dominates a deep
red background in one of the more
compelling abstract pieces in Ihe collection.
Some of the abstract works evoke n
kind of childish imagination, such as
Cnrroll Dunham's (American, b. 1949)
"Colored Plnce #2," which uses colored pencil and graphite in a swirling
arrangement of looping shapes interspersed with nngulnr designs, Severn!
of Dunham 's works nppenr In Ihe collection, some using just cream-colored
paper nnd pen, echoing child-like
drawings.
.In another abstract piece, Elizabeth
Murrny (American, b, 1940)
¦ uses
pnper three-dimensionnlly to create n
bold, twisted look in n wntorcolor nnd
gounche work entitled "Mold On,"
This is ono of the only pieces that is
not completely flnt , nnd its curves crenlo n strong sense of momentum.
However, I found the less nbstrnct
Items in the collection even more compelling, particularly n gelatin silver
print by Vile Muni/- (Amerlcnn, born
In Braz i l , 1961). "Beggnr //2" looks
from n distance like n chnrconl drawing of n mnn dressed In rags holding n
enno, The print, one of tho Invest In
Iho collection, Is rcnlly nn arra ngement of scroW'Shnped morn) filings of
various siy.cn placed in front of a while
bnckground, While "Beggnr 112" does
not seem too detailed closo-np, when
viewed from ncross the room, tho

curves of his rags and the scowls of
his face are incredibly lifelike.
Giuseppe Penone's ink sketches
are equally realistic, depicting a series
of lips, "sans litre," or untitled. These
drawing display puckering and smiling lips, presumably from the same
person, named "Soffi." Through the
detailed curves and wrinkles, Penone
evokes an immense respect, almost
love, for his subject.
Final ly, "Drawn From A Family"
showcases the thought-provoking
nnd bizarre in several unusual works,
Donna Moylan (American) uses
ncrylic on silk screen to Inyer three
smnll, colored sketches of two people
sealed nt n picnic table over n larger
black and white photo of the busy
New York Stock Bxchnnge, Untitled ,
this piece juxtaposes two conflicting
moods,
Across from this piece, Marin
Norclmnn 'fi (Amerlcnn , born in
Gorinnny, 1943) pencil nnd ink print ,
"Midday (spring/mil) in n public
pnrk," evokes puzzlement, for it
nppcnrs to be just n blnck squnre,
Frankly,I foun d this piece rather uninteresting.
This collection Is one of the nil
museum's more unusual exhibits, 1
found some of iho works loss desirnblo thnn others, such ns Morgan
O'Hnrn 's "Liv e • Transmissions,"
which displays the vibrations created
by collnpsing buildi ngs nnd other
events nnd mny mnke some nsk "why
is tills nil?" However, the sweep of the
collection Is brond enough to npponl
to nlmost everyone, Thoro nro mnny
more Items thnn thoso presented in
this nrllclo, nn d oven Just seeing
"Beggnr -J/2" is worth your time, Tho
exhibi t closes Juno 30,
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International Coffee Hour Mary Low Coffeehouse 4:306:00 pm.
Italian Cultural Events - Pugh
Center Cotter Union 5:3011:00 pm.
SGA Film 'Royal Tenenbaum's'*
- Lovejoy 100 7:00-9:00 pm.
The LMng" - Runnals Union
Strider Theater 7:30 pm.
African Drumming recital Bixler 178 (Given Auditorium)
8:00-11:00 pm.
SOBHU Talent Show - Page
Commons Room Cotter Union
9:00-11:00 pm.
SGA Film 'Royal Tenenbaum's'
- Lovejoy 100 9:30-11:30 pm.
5/4
SGA Film 'Royal Tenenbaum's

- Lovejoy 100 7:00-9:00 pm.
Symphony/ Chorale/CKCS-

Lorimer Chapel 7:30 pm.
The LMng' - Runnals Union
Strider Theater 7:30 pm.
SGA Film 'Royal Tenenbaum's
- Lovejoy 100 9:30-11:30 pm.

5/5

Symphony/ Chorale/ CKCS- ;
7:30 pm.
5/6
WMHB Meetings WMHB
Summer Application Meeting

- Lovejoy215 7:00-9:00 pm.
Megalomaniacs Concert Spa Cotter Union 8:00-10:00

p m.
5/ 7

Pottery Club Sale - Main
Lobby Cotter Union 9:00 am.

4:00 pm.

Folk Music Gathering - Mary
Low Coffeehouse 7:00-9:30

p m.

Documentary: "The Right to
Be Ourselves" - Keyes 105
7:30-9:00 pm.

5/8
AM398 Film Showing - Arey

005 7:00-9:30 pm.

Film Society Movies Film
Society - 'Crouching Tiger
Hidden Dragon' - Keyes105

7:30-10:00 pm,

5/9

Senior Art Show Reception Art Museum Art Museum
Lobby 3:00-4:30 pm,
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.LIVING: an amazing show
continued f r om page 6

pelling questions for the audience
to ask itself. The performance
-- was a revealing dis play of fastid" iousness and honesty, which was
depicted through the splendid
portray al of Vincent's inner torment. People in the audience
were breaking out into tears
j*' while watching h is cli m actic
' monologue.
A fabulous and innovative set
was
designed for this stirring
*
play. It was like a Strider Theater
that had never been seen before,
like being transported into a
whole different world. Strider
was transformed into a smaller,
more intimate "t hr ust sta ge" format to compliment this emotion* filled play.
The audience was strateg ica lly
placed on three sides of the stage,
closer to the action , which
allowed the rapport between the
audi ence and the ac tor to beco me
more genuine. The sweat and
tears of the actors were very clear
_ tothe eyes of the audience. The
da r k and barren sce n ery, the
smell of incense, the cryptic incidental music, and t h e gloomy
lighting schemes - easily set the
mood of this play.
"The Living" was a spectacular portrayal of the human spirit
as it fought against the odds. The
¦* feelings of fear and loneliness

By HANNAH EMERY
STAFF WRITER

pervaded throughout the production, which was wonderfully
demonstrated through the hesitancy of all the characters to get
close to one another. This allowed
for the most powerful moment in
the play, when two of the characte rs f in all y touch one another, to
become even more effective. The
play left the audience with this
sensational sen se of bei ng and the
cast was rewarded with a muchdeserved standing ovation for
this brilliant presentation.
Barnett successfully illu strated
this powerful message. While initial ly written, by Clarvoe to draw
relationships between the bubonic plague of the 17th century and
the AIDS crisis that was growing
in the early '90' s, the message of
this play is still very powerful
today.
Especially with the after
effects of Sept. 11, this play is
most definitely relevant to the
times. We are living in an era
when the human spirit is something that many of us do not take
for granted. People help people
in a dismal world. It is the unity
of humanity that we are all striving for.
"The Living" will be shown
this weekend on May 3 and 4.

While doing A&E reviews for the
Echo, I've come to the conclusion
that there's a fundamental problem
with Colby entertainment. Despite
the common complaints of the student body, this problem isn't a lack
of things to do on the weekends; if s
that there's an overabundance.
On Saturday night, for example,
there were, three events occurring
simultaneously. Those who made it
to Strider Theater saw a production
of "The Living," and those in and
around Cotter were treated to the
International Extravaganza. But
those who follow the Music at Colby
series were treated to a different
kind of foreign-language performance: the Collegium Musicum's
rendition
of
"Passion
and
Glorification" by Bach, consisting of
his "Christ lag in Todesbanden" and
"Magnificat."

JQKA'S

New Shipment of
Distressed or
Repackaged Beer !
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this, it is the work of the soloists
that tends to stay with the audien ce, and there were certainly,
some very talented solo performances. Particularly noteworthy
examp les were Mikhaila Noble
'02 with "Quia respexit humilitatem" and Chrissy Jones '04 with
"Et exultayit spiritus meus."
However, Lin f ield m ade it
clear at the end of each piece that
the entire orchestra and choir
needed to be recognized. As she
received
the
conductor 's
applause, she made certain to
turn around and direct it back
toward the rest of the group.
Collegium is one of the groups
that falls through the cracks on
campus, but their performance on
Saturday night showed yet another side of the multi-faceted talent
that makes up Colby.

poulin <s Associates eyecare Center

i //m/c 5owe Fun In The Sun This Summer

'

As I listened to the performers orchestra plays alone, it needs to
sing, the first thing that struck me worry about nothing but itself
was the effort that the members of when it needs to keep pace with
the Collegium must put in to learn
their music. Anyone who has preENGLISH IS DIFFICULT
pared for a concert knows that
rehearsing a piece to be sung in
ENOUGH; SINGING
English is difficult enough - learning
SOMETHING IN A
something in a foreign language
must be ten times harder.
FORGEIGN LANGAUGE
During the Collegium's hourlong performance, not a single word
MUST BE TEN TIMES
of English was spoken - Act I was
MORE DIFFICULT.
sung entirely in German, Act II
in
Latin.
Some
performers
entirely
might have taken this as art excuse to voices, its task is made more diffigive an inferior rendition of the cult, as well.
This particular orchestra rose
work - after all, "no one's going to
understand it, anyway." However, t o th e occa sion , sta ying with the
even someone like me who does not singers so naturally they almost
understand a word of German or blended into the background.
Latin was able to appreciate the Conductor Eva Linfield was also
noteworthy in her ability to lead
beauty of the pieces.
If singing in a foreign language is orchestra and vocalists simultanea difficult task, so, too, is being the ously.
accompanist for a choir. When an
In any performance such as

_ For Catalog and Information
please call: 660-439-2052
or visit our website:
^
vuww.conncoH.edu/offices/cont_.ed/surnrner
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Jobi Culver <S Tonya Chasse
thebreadbox@airolink.net
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137 Moin Street , Waterville , ME
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Time is running out to apply for
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the 2002-2003 Echo staff !
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Applications are due tomorrow, but you can still pick one
up outside the Echo office in the basement of Bobs. We are
hiring for all positions and no experience is necessary.
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Tuffs Just too tongli
Baseball swept by Jumbos
By JEREMY LITTLE

^

STAFF WRITER

Last Wednesday the Mules
snapped a six-game mid-season
losing streak with a 14-3 rout of
UMaine-Farmington. This win,
however,was not the beginning of a
trend. The Mules began another
•losing streak when they lost three
games to Tufts.
The Mules struck early against
UMaine, taking a 2-1 lead in the
first inning. The Mules didn't score
again -until the fifth inning when
their bats suddenly got hot. They
scored one run in the fifth, three
*runs in the sixth, and eight in the
seventh.
Colby's fielding was also excellent during this stretch. They only
allowed one more run, coming in at
the bottom of the seventh.
"We probably should h ave
scored more runs," said Mules
^coach Tom Dexter. "(Kevin)
Brunelle '03 did a great job with
two hits and two RBIs. His play
really got us going. (Thomas)
Wilson '05 came off the bench and
went 2-2 with four RBIs and a double. (Matt) Gibson '03 did a great
job. He only gave up one run in
four innings pitched.'^
* Captain Matt Simard '02 and
Mike Civitello '05 also had excellent
performances ori the mound, allowing only one run between them.
"It was a good team win going
into the weekend against Tufts,"
said Dexter. "We just didn't pro. duce the runs to beat them."
On Friday, Tufts took game one
of the three-game series, 6-4. Tufts
took a 5-1 lead in the second inning
when senior Dan Callahan '02
clubbed a three-run dinger into
right field, bringing his career RBI
total to 118, setting a new club
record.
» Nevertheless, Colby refused to
go quietly. The Mules scored in the
second inning off DH/ayJohnson's
'03 RBI single. They scored again in
the fourth when Johnson notched
his second RBI single.
Brunelle and Vincent Domestico
'04 both scored in the seventh
Winning to bring the game within
one. The Jumbos responded by
scoring another run in the bottom
of the seventh.
"Dan Callahan had a three-run
homer. He's one of the"all-tiifie
leaders in hits for Tufts. He's one of
the best players in New England,"

said Dexter. "That home run was
the difference. Their pitcher Dave
Martin has the best ERA in the conference. They're a fantastic team."
The Mules dropped both games
of the double-header on Saturday.
Tufts took a 6-1 victory in game one
and a 9-3 victory in game two. Both
Tufts pitchers, Jon Lee '03 and
Randy Newsom '04, earned complete game victories.
Lee got himself into trouble
early in the first game, but
rebounded and retired 15 Colby
batters. The Tufts offense scored
three times in the first inning, all
that they would need against
Colby's stagnant offense. Colby
posted its only run when Brandon
Irwin '04 scored off of a Brunelle
double in the second inning.
Colby took their only lead of the
series scoring one run in the top of
the third inning in game two of
Saturday's double-header. DH
Brandon Royce '04 scored off of
Domestico's sacrifice fly.
The Mules wouldn't score again
until posting two more runs in the
top of the ninth inning, including
solo
home
run.
Brunelle's
Meanwhile the Jumbos knocked in
nine runs, putting the game out of
reach.
"They had good pitching and
timely hitting," said Dexter. "They
showed why they're one of the best
in New England and hosting the
NESCAC championships as the
number one seed.
"I think the team has refocused
after a disappointing league performance," Dexter added. "We're
focused on Amherst and Williams,
who the program hasn't beaten
since the '80s. We want to finish
strong and get ready for next year
on a positive note. We want to send
out our seniors with a positive
effort."
Dexter is optimistic about next
year's edition of the Mules. "We
have a great recruiting class coming
in; five new pitchers, two lefties all
over 6'3". We have a lot of underclassman getting a lot of playing
time this year. We've got some
other good players coming in, too,
with some offensive power; some
position players and a couple of
DH's with hitting ability, two big
guys at the corners. We'll have big
guys at first and catcher. We have
some seribus size Coming iri." ""*"
The UMaine game will be televised on Adelphia Cable channel 9.

ALL STARS: top Mules

continued f r ompage 10

currently ranked third in the
NESCAC with 60 points, only three

second in the discus, and fourth in
the hammer. Beal will look to
improve last year 's performance at
the nationals

Connie Beal '03
Track and Field- Thrower
Beal has continued her success
from the winter season with a great
spring season. Although the snowstorm hurt her throws at NESCACs
-her performance the rest of the season has been more than impressive.
She has qualified for nationals in
both the hammer and the shot put.
Last weekend, she also surprised
herself by winning the javelin throw.
She finished third in the shot put,

Not pictured
Matey Wagner '02
Softball- Third Base
Wagner has been consistent all
season for the Lady Mules. She is
the captain and is in the top three in
almost every offensive statistical category. In addition, she provides
stea dy defense for the Mules at the
hot corner. She concludes her career
as one of the better offensive players
in the program's history.

behind the leader. King will be considered for All-American honors.
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^ Kin Chadwick
Captain
'02 pounds a single against Tufts. The Mules lost a tworgame series again st the J umbos, but
gave a gre at effo rt in defeat. Most recentl y , thexj dominated Thomas College on Tuesday.

Track t earns- d6inlhat# ' «::;N-ESCIICs
By SUZANNE SKINNER

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The NESCAC track and field
championships at Bates last weekend were plagued with , awful
weather. Athletes were forced to
compete in adverse conditions, such
as hail, sleet, and strong winds.
Nevertheless, both the women's
and men's teams stepped up their
performances and proved that
Colby is a force to be reckoned with
in the NESCAC. The Lady Mules
finished third—only three points
away from tying for second — and
the men's team finished fifth.
Coming into the meet, the Mules
did not know-what to expect. The
NESCAC is a strong league, and
coach Debra Aitken was predicting a
finish anywhere between third and
eighth. The Mules were determined
to make it third and were close to
surprising everyone by beating
Tufts, which was seeded second
coming into the tournament and
held only won this place by a margin
of three points.
- ~The-Mules were actually ahead of
the Jumbos at the end of the second
day; in the end the position was
determined by one relay.
"It was kind of a done deal before
the relay went off," said Aitken. The
Jumbos were seeded in the relay; the
Mules were not.
Running is just not the Mules'
strong point. "We placed third on
our field events," said Aitken. "Only
four people placed in runn ing
events."
As usual, captain Connie Beal '03
led the team, scoring the most points
for the Mules. She won the javelin
with a throw of 121.2; she finished
second in the discus, provisionally
qualif y ing for Nationals with a
throw of 137.9. As of now, she is 16th
on the National list; the top 16 are
invited to the tournament.
"She's kind of hit a breakthrough
with the discus and I think she'll
throw further," said Aitken. So, Beal
will most likely be going to
Nationals in this event, as well.
She also finished third in the shot
put and fourth in the hammer throw.
Karlmah Ummah '04 was right
behind Beal in contributing to the

team's total points.
\
"She just had a tremendous
weekend," said Aitken. "She was
kind of our ace in the hole."
Coming into the 100-meter hurdles, Ummah was seeded 18th. She
did not let this stop her and finished
eighth. She also finished eighth in
the hurdles and the long jump arid
placed sixth as the anchor bh the
4x100 meter relay. She then won the
high jump with
a jump of 5'3".
Continuing
her dominance
in the jumps,
Ummah won
the triple jump
by . fly ing to
37.325 h, in the
process setting
a new school
record . She is
ranked 16th for
the triple jump.
"She is probably going to
have to jump
better to go to
Nationals." said
Aitken. However, Ummah might do
it. She was fighting a huge tail wind
over the weekend; if conditions are
more favorable at this weekend's
meet, anything could happen.
Mary Hill '05 will be joining her
teammate on the record board .
Finishing second overall, she set a
new freshman record in the pole
vault with a jump of 10'6".
Ummah and Beal are not the only
Mules ranked sixteenth for various
events. Katie Macdonald '02 ran the
steeplechase in a time of 11:24.67,
d ropping her former best time by
ten seconds and finishing third.
"She finished very strong," said
Aitken. She will most likely drop
another five or ten seconds of her
time the next time she runs and if so,
she may be joining her teammates at
Nationals.
Capta in Clau d i a Laverde '02 may
also be going to that prestigious
meet. She placed fifth in the hammer
throw w ith a personal record of
150.95. As of now she is ranked 21st,
but with each throw, she is getting
closer to the top 16.
Caroline Minkoff '04 and Chelsea

Pawlek '05 also contributed to the
Mules' strong placement. Minkoff
finished seventh in both the discus
with a throw of 121.3 and the shot
put with a throw of 37.95. Both these
throws were lifetime personal
records. Pawlek finished sixth in the
javelin with a throw of 106.7.
Although the field events were
where the Miiles racked up most of
their points, the runners contributed
as well. Shannon
Corliss '03 finished
fifth in the heptathlon with 3668
points. This placement qualified her
for all the remaining championships
except Nationals.
"She had a really
solid two days,"
said Aitken.
Captain Gayle
Pageau'03
was
seeded 14th in the
5000 meter race; she
finished sixth with
a time of 18:37.97.
"That was r just-a
tremendous improvement," said
Aitken.
All in all it was just a great weekend for the Mules both individually
and as a team.
"I think the meet went extremely
well considering the conditions we
had. A lot of competitors stepped up
their performances, which speaks to
the caliber of athletes that we have,"
said Laverde.
The men's track team also had an
extremely good weekend. This small
team had been hurt during the regular season because it did not have
the numbers to pull out a win. In the
NESCAC championships, however,
quality counts more than quantity.
Th is small, but extremely har d
working and ded icated team pl aced
above their and everyone else's
expectations and finished fifth.
"It's great ," sa id capta in
LeAn drew Rankin '03. " It was kind
of a surprise. Our guys had great
performances."
"I was surprised over all, that's
part of the elation, I guess," said
coach James Wescott. "It was good to
see it turn out that way."

Buy recycled.

One of the top performances of
the weekend was the 4x100 meter
relay team. Patrick Harner '05,
Xavier Garcia '05, Ryan Hollett '05,
and Lee Carlson '03 won the event.
They are now seeded first going into
New
England
Division
III
Championships this weekend.
This was not the only event
where these runners excelled. "Two
outstanding freshman had great
meets," said Wescott.
Y.. Garcia was the high point scorer
for the Mules. In addition to the
relay, he won the triple jump with a
jump of 46.275. He is seeded number
two for this weekend's meet. He set
a new freshman record in the intermediate hurdles, finishing third
with a time of 55.65. He also finished
seventh as part of the 4x400 meter
relay.
Hamer had two season's bests; he
was second in the long j ump with a
jump of 21.11 ft arid finished fifth in
the javelin, throwing it 160.4 ft.
These runners, however, have
excelled all season; what really
cinched fifth place for the Mules was
some runners;stepping it up to get
those last needed points. Captain
Chanda Kheang '03 placed seventh
in the long jump; this was the first
time scored at the NESCAC championships. Reed Sibley '05 finished
eighth in the high hurdles.
"they really came together, and
were surprises in terms of points,"
said Wescott. "They kept us ahead of
Wesleyan ; they kept us in fifth
place."
Both the women's and men's
teams have high hopes going into
the New England Division III
Ch ampionships. The women would
like to be in the top five; the men
would like to be in the top ten out of
about 30 teams. Assuming Wheaton
does not participate, the women
th ink they can place as high as second.
"As long as everyone performs
well on that day, we should be able
to beat Tufts," said Meg McCusker
'02. "For us to finish in the top five is
certainly a reasonable goal," said
Aitken. "We've shown that we can
definitely compete," said Laverde.
"People are starting to take notice of
the caliber of athletes we have,"
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This team is in the midst of it's most successful season ever. They have won nine games in a
row on their way to a 10-3 record. They disposed of Bowdoin in the first round of the
NESCAC tournament this weekend to advance
to the semifinals where they will face the number one seed Middlebury Panthers at
Middlebury. The team has also been consistently ranked in the top twenty nationally in
Division III and with a win at Middlebury will
get NCAA tournament consideration. The team
has several players who will be considered for
All-American honors.
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Through their outstanding performances during the spring season,
these athletes have exhibited that
they are amon g the best at Colby.All
h ave distinguished themselves as
players who need to be recognized
for their talents, accomplishments,
and con tribu tions to th e success of
their teams. In order of their appearance in the photo, the all stars are...
John Shea '02
Lacrosse-Goalie
This senior captain has been outstanding all year and was instrumental in helping the Mules to a
seven win improvement oyer, their
2001 record, a season wh ich h e
missed with injury. He finished the
regular season ranked first in the
NESCAC in goaltending, allowing
only 7.04 GAA. He was also named
NESCAC player of the Week for the
week of April 9. Shea will receive
consideration for All-American honors.
Bill Spencer '02
Lacrosse-Attack
Spencer is also a senior captain
and his play as been instrumental in
the Mules' success. His hard work
and dedication have paid off this
season under new coach Rob Quinn.
Spencer leads the team in points
with 46, which places him six th in
the NESCAC. His hard work both on
and off field has set a high standard
for his teammates.

Lee Rankin '03
Track and Field-Thrower
Rankin has had a terrific junior
season in the hammer throw. This
captain has had his best season in his
three years for the Mules and been
one of the top scorers for the team.
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He is currently ranked tenth in the
nation in the hammer throw and will
compete at nationals in New York in
late May.
Xavier Garcia '05
Track and Field-Hurdles, Sprints,
and Jumping
Garcia continu ed his success
from the winter season by being the
top scorer for the spring track season. He was consistently the top
scorer for the Mules and broke several freshman records. He was a part
of the 4x100 team that won the
NESCAC championships, finished
third in the 400 meter hur dles, and
finished first in the triple jump.
Kevin Brunelle '03
Baseball-Shortstop
Brunelle has been the most solid
all-around player for the Mules this
season. He leads the Mules in batting average, hits, doubles and onbase-percentage. He also is strong
defensivel y up the middle for the
Mules at shortstop. Brunelle's stron g
season at the top of the Mules order
is encouraging for the Mules 2003
prospects.
K ate Trainor '03
Lacrosse-Defense
This junior has been dominant on
defense for the Lady Mules all season long. She is the leading scorer
f or th e defense and leads the Mules
in minutes p la y ed , intercep tion s,
tied f or first in con trols, and is third
in ground balls. Her importance to
the team is demonstrated by the fact
she has played in every minute of
the Lady Mules games this season.
Marcia In graham '02
Lacrosse-Midfield

The senior cap tain is once again
having a phenomenal season du ring
the Lady Mules' run to their best
record in th e school's history. She is
second on the tea m in scoring wi th
51 points, ranking her sixth in the

NESCAC. She also just received the
E. W. Millett award for the female
athlete who contributed the most to
athletics at Colby durin g h er fou r
years. She will also be considered for
All-American honors at the conclu-

sion of the season.
Ally King '03
Lacrosse-Attack
King is also having an exceptional season for Colb y. She was named
NESCAC Player of the Week this

week and recently broke th e career
Colby assists record with 67, eclipsj

ing the previous mark of 60. She is

see ALL STARS
Continue d on pag e 9

Men's lacrosse advances to semi-finals
By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN
STAFF WRITER

The Colby men's lacrosse team
ended .its regular season with a disappointing loss to the Bowdoin
College Polar Bears on Wednesday
and a great win against the
Wesleyan College Cardinals 13-10
on Saturday, The White Mules
came out with their quarterfinal
win over the Williams College Ephs
on Sunday to send them to the
semi-finals at Middlebury College
this Saturday,
Last Wednesday the Mules traveled to play their archrivals of
Bowdoin College. Goaltender John
Shea '02 made several amazing
saves to keep the Mules going with
a 2-1 lead over the Polar Bears after
the first quarter, The Mules' lead
did not last long as Bowdoin came
back to score four goals, as the
Mules only added two more goals
to tie tho score before the half ,
We did a good job in the first
half by doing the things we needed
to get done," said head coach Rob
Quinn. "John Shea was on fire,
making nine big saves in just the
first half, However, in the second
half we had trouble finishing offensively,"
The Polar Bears kept their
momentum going as thoy continued to score four more goals
throughout the second half , Tho
Mules' offense had trouble in tho
second half , ns they only scored ono
goal with 41 seconds left in the
fourth quarter, making tho final
score 8-5,
Scoring for Colby was Chris
Larson '02 with two goals, nnd following with ono goal each was Eric

Seidel '05, Barron Butler '03, and
Blake Grosch '02.
"The Bowdoin game was frustrating," said Shea. "I thought we
didn't put our best product oh the
field, and that reall y hurt us in the
end."
After Colby's disappointing loss
to the Polar Bears, they traveled
down to play the Wesleyan College
Cardinals on Saturday.
The
Cardinals were the first to score in
the game to take the initial lead at
11:43.
The Mules quickly answered
back with goals from Josh Cleaver
'04, Ryan Glennon '04, and Butler..
Wesleyan managed to get one more
goal before the fi rst quarter ended.
In the second quarter each team
had two goals. Colby's Cleaver
and Seidel each had the goals to
keep the Mules in the game.
"We had an important meeting
on Friday night where we
addressed the fact that our intensity
had to be at a higher level than the
Bowdoin game," said Shea, "I was
very pleased to see that the meeting
helped us, as our intensity in the
Wesleyan game was amazing, "
The White Mules jumped out in
the third quarter as Siedcl scored
his third goal of tho game with 8:42
loft in tho quarter , Wesleyan would
thon answer with two more goals
toward s thc end of the quarter, as
Butler scored for (he Mules with
1:14 remaining ,
The Mules ended the grime with
a strong finish, scoring a total of
five goals, and onl y allowing the
Cardinals to score four, giving
Colby a winning score of 13-10,
Cleaver, Siodol, Grosch, Spencer 02,
a n d Rynn Knn o '02 scored the five
goals in tho fourth quarter,

"Our game was better offensively compared to the Bowdoin game,"
said Quinn, "We were able to get
the victory, which we needed to
secure third place in the league."
As the Mules took the field for
the quarte rfinals against Williams
to begin their warm-up, snow
began to fall heavily and continued
through the entire game. The White
Mules came out with a lot of intensity. However, they were not able to
get any points in the first quarter, as
the Ephs jumped to an early lead of
3-0.
"We were a little nervous
through the firs t quarter," said
Quinn. "Once we settled down in
the second quarter things started to
go our way."
The Mules came out flying in tho
second quarter as Bill Spencer '02,
Cleaver and Butler each scored
early in the quarter to tie up the
score, It was Soidel who scored at
4:40 to take tho Mules to a 4-3 lead
over the Ephs.
"Larson lead us in the third
quarter with a goal and two assists,
which gave the team a big emotional, lift ," snid Quinn,
After the half , Williams came
back early in the third quarter to tie
the score at 4-4, Tho Whito Mules
would not quit as Butler scored
twice , with Cleaver and Grosch
each adding a goal to put the Mules
nl a strong lead of 8-4! The Ephs put
in a oolld effort as thoy scored
another goal with 1:45 left in the
third quarter ,
, "I wns really pleased with tho
way w e p layed against tlio Ephs,"
said ' Shea .
The Mules came out strong in
the fourth quarter as thoy scored
three more goals to take a lend of

JJKAP SBYMOUR/ '17 W COUiY V.O JO.

Colb y nttrichmn Baron Butler '03 looks to beal n Williams defender lo Hie net in Colby 's 12-6 win,
12-5, The Ephs made ono last
attempt by scoring nl the end of tho
fourth . quarter, but it wns not
enough as the Mules ended the
game with a final score of 12-6.
Larson , CJenvor, and Spencer
each contributed n goal to ndvnnco
the Mules to Iho semi-final grime,
"It was great getting our first
NHSCAC tournament win on our
homo field, " sold Glennon, "Wo
came out slow, but thon the sense of

This weekend the Colby C Club had Its annual sprin g di nner to honor Colby student athletes ,
Marcia ln g raham '02 and danny Noyes '02 received awards for the female and male athletes
who In thefr four years contr ibute d the most to Colby 's ath letics , Jason Cummlngs l 02 received
the award for the to p student athlete In the senior class , Elizabeth Rice '02, Amanda Cufflo '02
and Jess Knigh t '02 also received award s at the dinner.

urgency kicked in ns wo realized it
could have been our Inst game,"
The While Mules , will fnce off
(his Snturday nl 3 p.m. nl
Middlebury College against the
Bowdoin College Polar Bonis to
play for a clinnce to ndvnnco to the
finals. As tho White Mules head to
Middlebury Spencer is still Colby 's
lending scorer with 46 points, nnd
not far behind i's Butler with 44
points , Gonltendcr Shea is the lop-

Track teams fair well at
. NESCACs

page 9

page 9

1

ranked goaltender In the NESCAC, '
"Mentall y wo nro excited about
another chance to play (Bowdoin)/*'*
said Quinn. "If we enn contain their
good players, then we will bo in
good shape, I nm vary proud of the
whole team, especiall y Iho seniors',
Thoy hnvo been tremendous lenders
on nnd off the field, They nre truly ,
leaving their mark on Ihe Colb y!
lacrosse program. "

Devastators of the Week
women 's lacross e
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Colby changes mascot to the WASP

Colby 's new mascot,J . Winston Wasp ington IV, Esq

By MAN-CHEST-HAIR

MICK

BOOZE SMELLER
After much consideration, the
decision has, been made to change
the Colby mascot, which has been
the White Mule for the past thousand years. Many legends surround how the current mascot was

chosen; the new mascot, the WASP
will have no such connotations.
The Mascot Change Committee
(MCC) was made up of Bro, Jenn
Coughlin '02, Peter Brush '03,
Reverend Morell . and Dean
Serdjenian , They unanimously
decided that the mascot should be
changed to the WASP, that the
school colors were still acceptable,

that the pub should only serve
scotch, and that the only cars
allowed on campus would be
BMWs, Mercedes, Lexus, and
SUVs. The change was made due
to concern that incoming students
would ' get the wrong ' idea that
everyone at Colby is both an ass
and white.
The rumors that surround the

White. Mule are many,however the
two most prominent are that Colby
was always the dark horse in
sports competitions and was sick
of it, so they, made the mascot the
white mule. Weren't we clever?
Now, that joke is old and no one
really understands it, so the decision to change the mascot has been
deemed necessary.
The other story of the mascot is
that bacK wnen
Waterville was a
city no one had ever
heard of and the
residents
were
resentful towards
Colby students, a
farmer dropped his
mule off at a football game. The mule
ended up humping
the other team's
mascot and Colby
won. From then on
it was the Colby White Mules.
The MCC met last week and
decided that there needed to be a
change. "The WASP seemed like a
good mascot," said Brush. "It's
something the majority of Colby
students can . relate to. I think it
accurately portrays what we want
other schools to think of us, and
think of all the neat cheers we
could start doing. Wouldn't Coy be

great dressed up as a WASP? I can
see him now."
Coughlin said, "I don't really
give a flying fuck. I'm not going to
be going'here next year. Whatever,
dude. Get me out of here."
When we asked Bro for a comment, he said, "What?"
After clarifying the questions,
he revised his statement to be, "Oh
yeah. That was last week ri ght?
Wasps sting. And they don't drink.
I think it's a great representation of
Colby. I didn't really get the whole
White Mules thing. But, whatever."
Although issues such as these
are usually put up as a vote online,
the committee decided that it
spoke for every single person on
campus and didn't need to be put
up for a vote. Luckily ITS was
enraged and decided to put it up
for a vote anyway Unfortunately,
the site asked,
"Do
you
approve of the
new mascot?
Yes_ No_"
No
one
really understood the ballot and so
there
were
only 4 votes.
Bro decided to
just go ahead,
because ,
"Why not?"
A few Alumni have expressed
their satisfaction with the new
mascot. Biff Blondewell'OO said,
"Sweet! However, I think my personal choice might have been the
sailor, or the Polo Horse. Too bad
the -thoroughbred was alread y
taken. Damn those Skidmore potheads!"

Just turn the fuckin' page!

j

Colby

institutes ;
'Digest of ;
Personal \
Attacks
and Petty
Bickering 99
By BROCK LESNAR

WWF SUPERSTAR

In response to widespread student
demand, Information Technology.
Services has split the former Digest of
General Announcements into two
new email bulletins: the Digest of .
Personal Attacks and Petty Bickering
and the Digest of Lost Keys and
Other Crap No One Cares About. The
inaugural editions of both Digests'
will be sent out tonight at midnight. .
Students are encouraged to use .
the Digest of Attacks to call other,
people names, point fingers and;
make unsubstantiated claims about;
various political issues. It has as itsslogan: "If ifs not infuriating and aggressive, you're not trying hard
enough."
"We hope that the Digest of Attack
will give people a forum to expresstheir views in an inflammatory arid-,
counterproductive manner," said one:
ITS guru. "All postings will have
names attached so everyone oh cam-pus will know exactly who to direct,
their retaliatory attacks at. It should ' ,
be a great way to promote the free ,
exchange of ideas,"
' I .. .
ITS had considered the idea of hirr;
ing someone to screen the Digest ,of :

Find it yourself!

Echoron scandal exposes dark side
of newspaper finances
"I d on't know, guys," said Kaitlin
McCafferty '04, former features editor,
"They've always seemed kind of odd and
cr eepy, but now that they have so much
money, don't you find them more attractive?"
Other editors were combative.
Kate Russo '04, f ormer A&E ed itor, has
vowed to "whip them both to death if she
ever sees them in a dark alley." Russo also
believes that Abbie Newcomb '03, the

By GEORGE W. BUSH
U.S. PRESIDENT

You thought that your investment in
Colby Echo stock was safe. And it was until recently. The share price of Echo
stock f ell over f ive thou san d percent last
week and shareholders could only watch
in horror as they were forced to work
during trad ing hours. The Colby Echo
has ceased publ ication a nd all employees
have been fired.
The onl y shareh olders who escaped
this financial onslaught were editor in
chief Ryan Davis '02 and Geoff Ward '02,
managing editor, Davis and Ward sold all
of their holdings in the company the day
before the stock price fell,
Davis and Ward, du e to their intimate
knowledge of the Echo's business dealings, were allegedly aware that the company was losing money, This information,
however, was withheld from the employees and from the general public,
Davis and Ward are currently in a federal penitentiary in Alexandria , VA,
where they are awaiting arraignment on
racketeering charges, If convicted, they
could face up to 30 years in prison,
Employees of the Echo have expressed
a wide variety of emotions ranging from
disbelief to blind , unfocused rnge ,
"At first I thought that Ryan and Geoff

Endless possibiliti es.™
Echo 's business manager, was involved in

th e scandal, Newcomb has disappeared
since the events of the scandal became
public , and her whereabouts are currently unknown ,
"I always knew that those guys wore
up to something," exclaimed Suzanne
Skinner '03, former assistant sports edi lor,
"That must bo why I never got paid for all
of the hnrd work that I do, J menu I work

were really tough, but then they went and
pulled this shit. " said Mike Meloski '02,
former sports editor, who lost an estimated $45 to Davis and Ward ,

WIUIXETSs

really hard, guys. I see nothing for it. Do
you have, any idea how frustrating that
is?"
. Most startling was the response of the
usuall y calm and collected former opinions editor Emma McCandless '04.
I a m so f ucki ng p isse d off a t those
sons of f ucking bit ches,'" McCandless
screamed in a drastic departure from
character. "It I find where they're f u cki ng
hiding I'm reall y going to fuck them up,<
Fu cking fuck,"
In addition to their profits from stocks,
D avis and Ward alleg ed ly conf iscate d all
of the Echo payroll fund as well, add i ng
insignificantly to their ill-gotten gains.
Although it is imp ossible to say exactly
how much the duo took, f ormer Echo
staff members have been making estimates,
"I don't know," said Bra d Seymour
'04, form er photograph y edito r, "They
could have taken anything from the Echo,
I wish that I had that idea, I could have
got a lot of shit too,"
Former news editor Jon SilberstienLoeb '03 believes that Davis and Ward got
away with quite a lot of money, perhaps
$7000.
"I did some investigating and I
learned that two shady characters recently spent that amount at the Bob-In last
Tuesday, It was probnbl y them. I will find
them nnd kill them," said Silberfilien-

Loeb,
Newcomb is still in hiding and will
likely never be found,

NINJAS:

POWER
TOOLS:

Colhy Investigates mullets tlwoughouthuman
histoiy

I N CRIMINATING )'||OT03, |NC

"Wlint shredded documents? Wind mown ? We have no idea what you 're talking id/out, "

Heroes In a ha lf shell,
Turtle Power!

Are totally sweet,
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IMA gGHMUCK, Nude Ed.

.'
! HAIL MARY, Papal Representative
SKINNY BITCH, Stick Figure
* DISCO STU, I Take Pictu res
DAVfD COHEN, Responsible
ABBIFOLDCUM,Takin' Care 'o
, Business-yeah, you know it! POOR-BOY O'BRIEN, RIP
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After years of careful analysis,
the female members of the senior
class and the male members of the
freshman class have determined
that they get the least action on
campus. In an attempt to rectif y
this problem, the two groups have
signed a formal treaty, each side
pledging to only have sex with
members of the other group.
"I don't know what happened ,"
said one sex-starved senior girl. "I
was so popular when I was a
freshman. Now the guys only
seem interested in my mind."
"Freshman guys may be young
and inexperienced, but I'm willing
to .work with them," said her frustrated classmate. "At least when
I'm in the real world next year, I'll
have a much better shot with the
35-year-old men in the bars. For
now, one minute is better than
nothing at all."
The male members of the freshman class could not be reached for
comment about the alliance, as
they were too busy whooping and
hollering with joy .

MAN-CHEST-HAIR,Freatured
Pffl LLYBOMZ, Semi-Naked Editor
DREW McKECHNIE,Have you seen my
blazer??
TIM CLARK, Dr. Evil
ROACH
THE PIED PIPE R
LISA DEKEUKELAERE, I-can't-pronounce-my-own-last-name

Letters
The Echo encourages letters.from its readers, espe cially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a cu rrent issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circumstances, print
an unsigned letter.
If p ossible, please submit letters in Microsof t Wor d or text f ormat either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colby.edu. The Echo reserves the righ t to edit all
•
.
submissions.
Editorials
The Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, adv ertising and f eatu res are those of the author, not of.the
Echo.
Contact Us
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)8723786, e-mail echo@colby.edu, or fax (207)872-3555.

echo@colby.edu
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DISCO STU/THE SWANK HO

Colby changes alma mafer to 'Like A Prayer
By FRISKY McGEE
PORN STAR

After realizing that "Hail,
Colby, Hail" sounds exactly like
the
Canadian
national anthem
for some reason,
the College has
selected a new
alma mater that
Students
agree
better^ represents
the "school. From
now
on,
Madonna's oral
sex anthem "Like
A Prayer" will be
playea-on the Nickerson Carillon
in the'Chapel at least once a day.
"When I first came to Colby, I
thought I'd driven too far and
ended" up in Canada," said
President Big Brother Adams, who
authorized the change. "They
played the anthem like a couple
times a day. Then I realized it was
the school's alma mater. What
kind of dumb ass idea is that?"
Adams said that after two years
at Colby,he never saw anyone get
excited about the alma mater, and
suspected that fewer than one perGe1tvt5>f the student bod y knew the

woEd£

I^H oJvever, when he attended a
stu dent* center dance in December

2000, Adams said he saw several
dozen drunk students scream and
jump up and down when the DJ
p layed Madonna's 1989 hit. The
students sung along with every
sexually suggestive word for
the duration of
the song.
"People ju st
went
nuts,"
Adams
said.
"I'm nothing if
not a man of the
people, so I
to
thought
myself:
You
know
what
would make the
students really ha ppy? If they
could all listen to this song a few
times a day
ringing
out
from the bells in
the chapel."
Adams put
in a request for
a change of
alma
mater,
which
w as
approved
by
the Trustees a,s
part
of
the
Strateg ic Plan
for
Colby.
Students were enthusiastic about
the new song.

After calming down from a
bout of screaming brought on by
the bells of the Chapel, Angie
Nichols .'03 said that she did not
think that a song filled with thinly
veiled references to oral sex was
inappropriate for a ' college alma
mater.
"Madonna is a such a strong
woman," she said. "It's really cool
that she could write a song about
'getting down on my knees and
taking you there' and 'feeling a
guy's power in the midnight hour'
and get it on the radio. Plus, it's a
more -accura te representation of
life at Colby than that old song. It
was full of shit about 'shaded
paths' and 'memoried halls,'. But
'Like A Prayer ' is just, like, totally
awesome. I worship Madonna."
There
have
been
several
instances
of
exams being disrupted when students hear the
, song begin to
play and scream
at the top of their
lungs.
Adams said he
, is now consideri ng
changing
Colb y 's graduation song to Alice Cooper 's
"School's Out."

¦
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>"H£w amusing!" s a id Buffy
Blue&lood '83. "I've always
thSuglit that the mules was so,
nbaveau. This is quite more to my
liking.'Can we change the colors to

Pink and Green? What about the
Alma mater? Jimmy Buffett 's
Margaritaville?"
Blair Yaught '02 said, "Finally
someone is changing the mascot.
Last Sunday I was at the LAX game
at Middlebury and the fans were

took you long enough I
General Announcement before it was
sent out to keep hatefu l personal
attacks to a minimum, Eventually,
they decided it was a lot more fun to
listen to people rant at each other.
"Ifs like a soap opera," snid nvid
Digest fan Kim Timberlake '03.
"Every night at
midnight,
I
check my email
and find out
who's pissed nt
who, It's belter
Ihnn The Real
World, because
can
people
sv/enr nt each
other,"

Particularly popular are the recent
Digest "serials" when two peop le
bicker back and forth over email for
weeks at a time, The new Di gest of
Attacks will likely encourage such
behavior,
"I can't wnit to find out if Meghan
and Jn rod are going to break up/' said
Ellon McGee '05,
referring to a siring
of Digest messnges
detailing the troubled relationship of
two
sophomores
who hooked up
after the G, I-ove
concert Inst fn|) nnd
have been "on-

ngnln , off-agnln "
over since, "knst
A survey of
attacks posted
ni ght,
Meghan
for tonight's edition Include "My cnlled him n no-good rnnn-ho, but \
roommate, Shnwnn An derson '04, lo n think they still love onch other, I hope
total slut," "if yon don 't ngreo with thoy can work things out. "
While tho majority of stiulonls are
my opinion thnt Ultiinn to Dining
Bucks, yon should , hi? expelled, " oxcltcd nbout tlio Digest of Attacks, jt
"COI,BY COWLn-GR POOTBAJX is expected thnt ovoryono will delete
WUmU" "There Is a bnltlo of tlio Plgost of Keys ns soon ns it
whlflkey.'mtosJnf? (mm my Mdgo, nnd arrives, unless thoy happen to hnvo
I -J li ink nro Adams look It, Thnl's tho lost or found n sot of keys or n North
first slop In making Ihin n dry cnm- I'nco jnck ot thnl dny,
|Hlfl, ". Several mcHsngos consist only
of n person's nnmo nnd Iho word

Some stupid-ass play in
Strider

Pop superstar Madonna will take you there
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Hours
5:00 AM - 2:00 AM

Reasonable Rates
Senior Rates

ELM CITY CAB

to go back to Walmart. I mean hon-

estly, Vermont smells like cow

Lo cal & Lon g Distance
Tired of Waiting -"Call Us"

manure.'.'
The new mascot will be implemented next year. Go WASPS!!!
iiiii

"sucks,"

Tired . of seeing hungover students straggling into their classes
on Thursday and Friday, the faculty has voted to make Wednesday
the official start of the weekend.
Colby will now only hold classes
three days a week.
"I realized college is a time for
personal growth and development, which often manifests itself
in getting shitfaced four days a
week," said Professor Rand y
Zaymel. "Who am I to impede the
drinking process by holding class?
Thaf s not why people pay $35,000
a year to go here."

Tired of being forced to put
towels between the cracks of their
doors, Colby's resident pot smokers want their own dorm. "If we
had our own building, we wouldn't need to hide/' said one slightly
stoned student. "The Man wouldn't be able to keep us down anymore."
"Our drug dealers would be
right next door," said his excited
friend. "If I run out of pot, I won't
be forced to hike around campus
in the middle of the night; it's a
safety issue, really."

laughing at our mascot. I told them

BITCHING AND WHINING;
the gra ss is always greener...

872-9400
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Wednesday declared
official start of weekend

Pot smokers demand
their own dorm

BZZZZZZ: take the hint...
uf atutp look—you're cool.

Senior girls , freshma n
boys form sexual
alliance
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by th e studen ts of Colby
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
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CRYIN' BRAINLESS, The Big Cheese
WACKO WARD, The Not-as-Big-Cheese
TOUGH COOKIE, Head Playa
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Colby theatre and Dance is really excited to be putting on a ridiculous display qua si performance art
that consists of really bad acting, a
lousy set and a crappy everyth ing
else as well. The director is some
old geezer instead of Noah
Charney and the actors are huge
losers because they are not Noah
Charney. Aud iences want more
Noah! Noah Charney is God ! Oh
baby, oh baby, give it to us , Noahl
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Come check out our

New Shipment of
Distressed or
Repackaged Beer!
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Open SuivWed, until 9 p.m',, Thurs, until
J0 P- m " J7"- & Sftt> until midnight
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WINTER BREAKPREPARATORY
READINGFOR BEER DIE 101. ,

By PHILLYBOMZ

Colby College Official Beer Die Rules

BOYZHMEN FAN

Need plunking practice?Does your
partner always monopolize your side
of the table and you want to be your
own player? Or do you just always get
your ass whooped and wanna regain
some dignity? Fear not! Colby understands and wants to help. As of next
January,Beer Die 101will be offered for
both beginners and those who just
want to sharpen their skills.
"Several students have approached
me over the past months, expressing
disappointment and frustration iri
their undeveloped skills," said Dean
Ron Hammond. "Personally, I think
ifs a travesty that for the all the tables
that get stolen each year, students are
not more plunking-proficient."
As Colby continues to strive for
greater diversity within both the student body and the curriculum, the
Academic Affairs Committee (AAC)
met last week and decided that instituting such a course concurs with the
College's mission statement.
"Colby is committed to the belief
that the best preparation for life, and
especially for the professions that
require specialized study, is a broad
acquaintance with human knowledge," states Colby's Mission and
Goals. "The Colby experience is
designed to enable each student to find
and fulfill his or her own unique potential." ;
The class will be co-taught by legendary English professor Charlie "Iwas-plunking-before-your-Mommawas-born" Bassett and Dean of
Students Janice "self-plunking-is-nothing-to-be-ashamed-of" Kassman. The
"Beernamic Duo," as they call themselves, has toured tournaments in the
Northeast, bringing home the Royal
Red Die Cup in the Bizz-Buzz
Olympics ten years running.
"I have them lined up along the
mantle over my fireplace, boasted
Bassett. "I'm never so proud to display
plastic as when I add another cup each
year. Plus, they really impress the
chicks!"
Instead of only one section being

I

Game Setup and Equipment
1. Much Beer.
2. One rectangular table, AT
LEAST 6 FEET IN LENGTH, 8'
OFFICIAL.
3. Four competitors in two teams
of two.
4. Four wide-mouth cups capable
\ of holding more than 12 ounces.
5. A standard, six sided die.
6. Four chairs or other suitable
surfaces for sitting upon. *

Where 'd it go??
offered, Kassman and Bassett have
decided that students will benefit
much more from personal attention,
and have, therefore, declared that four
eight-person sections will be taught
Monday,Wednesday,and Friday afternoons.
"With smaller classes, we can set up
four students per table, so that if s like
a real game," said Kassman. "Plus, we
thought afternoon classes would be
better so that students can sober up
from their homework ' practice
rounds."
Students who are concerned about
their grades should be advised that
assessment will be based on class participation, development in chugging
speed, and the final exam: a class tour-

nament, which Bassett affectionately
calls "Who's Your Natty-Daddy?"
"I won my college tourney," said
Bassett. "My mom framed my certificate and hung it in the living room,
next to the family's antique map of

North Dakota."
Students seem enthusiastic about
the new class. Jessica "Q-Bitch"
Fitzgerald '03, whose toss has recently
been "not so much" according to her
partner, Caroline "Guinnesspetty"
Koskinas '03, says that "Beer die is the
sport of the 21st century, and I intend
to dominate the competition!"
Unlike many college courses, Die
101 (as the class lingo reads) will
require preparatory reading over winter break: The Colby College Official
Beer Die Rules (see right), which was
compiled in 1993 by Brian "I-didn'tgive-my-last-name" Boozer, with the
help of fellow seniors.

The Play
1. Each team sits at opposite ends
of the table, the LONG way.
2. Each person fills their cup with
one beer (if playing from a keg,
approx. 12 oz.) and places it on
the table.
3. The cups are to be positioned
on the table in the following way:
-ONE forearm length in (elbow to
knuckles) from the end, arid
-ONE fist length over from the
edge of the table.
4. The play begins with the oldest
person at the table throwing the
die in the air in an UNDERHAND
fashion with one hand toward the
other side. You must remain in
your seat to throw.
5. From there, the die is thrown in
a specific order: a "standard z"
from whomever started.
Competitors cannot, for any reason, switch seats during the game.
6. The winning team remains on
the table until they lose or pass
out, and the oldest person on the
winning team begins the second
and subsequent games.
Drinking
One Fundamental Rule of Beer
Die is that DRINKING AND
SCORING ARE ENTIRELY SEPARATE!
1. You ALWAYSdrink with your
partner!
2. The numbers FIVE and SEVEN
are BIZZ and BUZZ respectively. ,
If you say "five" or "seven" while
on the table (involved in the game

as a competitor) you must chug
out and refill your beer.
3. There are bizz (5) sips in each
cup. After taking bizz sips, the' - "
cup should be empty and then ~ '
'AA.
refilled.
,
4. When making your underhand ¦
throw, you must throw the die as ,
high as it goes far. This is the- :>• .
most important rule about throwr
< ° '*
ing.
5. If one team throws the die, and
it touches the other team's cup
WITHOUT going in it, this is
called a PLINK.
6. If one team throws the die, and
it lands in the opposing teams
cup, and remains there, this is
called a PLUNK. The team that
was plunked must then chug out
and refill.
••

Scoring
1. Die games are played to buzz,
and a team must win by two
points. This is up to the players,
though. Games could be played
to double buzz plus one or triple
bizz, etc...
2. To score a point, one team must
make the opposing team drop the
die
3. Legal Catches. When the die is
thrown by your opponent,you
must catch it in a "legal" way, or
they score a point. If you drop
the die, they score a point as well.
The only legal catch is a one
handed catch. It does not matter
which hand is used, but only one
may clasp the die for the catch.
Two handed catches are points for
the opponent. Your hands CANNOT be in contact with each other
at all when the catch is made!
Cupping them, overlapping, etc,
is all illegal
As long as the die has not hit the
floor or any horizontal surface,
and has not stopped movingTh
any way,a legal catch can be ' • '
made. Also, "horizontal" should
not be taken too literally here.

Pirates raise skull and

JUMP ON!

crcssbones over academic quact^
They cla im the
American flag
was never up
By.IMA SCHMUCK
PIRATE CORRESPONDENT

Pirates took control of Miller
Library on Monday and raised the
infamous skull and ctossbones flag
on the flagpole in the academic quad
to mark their territory. The Colby
community is in an uproar.
When taking over Miller Library
most of the community reasoned,
p irates will be pirates, and let them
to their business, but the College
was more upset over the raising of
the flag and determined to confront
the pirates about this breech of patriotism.
According to pirate leader, Eseer
Arual, "Arggh, we never did gelpermission to tak e over Miller, but
we had told President Smada some-

thing would be going down on the
academic quad and that, arrgh, he

Seymour nurrs /Ti in scHMncr-io
I
after
the
imposition
of
countless
rules, students
I At Colby,
I have been reduced to playing with garbage cans,

ought to watch his vessel."
Smada admitted that he had been
warned but explained that there was
little he could have done to protest
the issue.
"They stormed in here, all

dressed up In their pirate attire and
looking mean,* I felt th reatened and
there really was little I could of done.
I had no idea what they had
p lanned. I wns relieved they only
besieged Miller, but they took things

too far by raising that flag."
Smada sent his crony Dean of
Students Ecinaj Namssak to confront
the pirates at the flagpole late on
Tuesday.
"Protest and civil disobedience is
ok," said Namssak to the pirates,
"and so you can stay in Miller until a
viable solution has been reached, but
raising the flag is only retarding
negotiations and we demand you
take it down this afternoon."
The pirates were aghast. After a
quick conference Arual retorted on
megaphone though Namssak was
only a few feet away: "We never
took down your stupid American
flag, it was never put up."
Namssa k, caught off-guard by
Arual's blistering logic, was forced
to scurry back to Eustis to di scuss
the issue further with Smada, The
pirates rejoiced over their victory
and rai sed Arual to their shoulders
celebrating their fearless, and ingenious leader.
"What a brilli ant response," A iluj
Dnal, Arual's f i rst mate, "I never
would have thought of that myself."
While the administration conferred and the pirates celebrated
their victory, a group of patriots
gathered in Lorimer Chapel to discuss more radical measures,
"Look, taking over Miller is one
thing, nnd I respect that as civil disobedience, but taking down the
American flag and putting up the
pirate flag? That is unjustified," said
Retep Hsurb. It was subsequently
explained to Hsurb that the
American flag had never been taken
down after which he withdrew his
statement and retreated to a corner

Tlie J olly Roger fli es above Colby Wednesday aft ernoon.
to reconsider his morals.
A short while later he stomped
up to the pulpit and declared, "In
our history,our notion's heroes have
faced countless evils to protect that
symbol of freedom, the American
flag, and today will be no different."

The patriots determined to unite
with Smada and Namssak and
demanded the flag be taken down.
The pira tes conceded and in return,
the administration agreed to meet
with the pirates to discuss their
demands.

Monday- Saturday 11:00am to 9:30pm, Sun 11:00am to 3:00pm
Brunch Is offered on Saturday and Sunday
Jobl Culver 4 Tanya Chasse
thebrcadbox@alrollnknet
137 Main Street , Waterville , ME

**We alSO do Catering
.
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God ignores Golby Studerits on a regular basis
"I check in on Mayflower Hill
once
every ' few years," said the
HIPPIE WITH AN SUV
Heavenly Father. "Ifs always the
; Last- year's edition of the same thing: a bunch of pretty boys
Princeton Review ranked Colby in North Face jack etsand blond girls
number five in the category wearing Abercrombie talking about
"Students ignore God on a regular how drunk they got and who they
basis." Reached for comment after hooked up with last night. I can only
months of urueturned phone calls stand about five minutes of it before
from reporters, God responded to I get bored out of my skull. How can
the ranking with a puzzled look and so many people be so shallow? I
couldn't imagine
dismissive wave
putting
up with
of His majestic
that
crap
every
day
hand.
for four years."
" C ol b y
God said that
College?" said
much
of his time
God, speaking
these
days
is spent
to
reporters
observing
the
f rom a solid
activity
in
the
gold podium in
leavMiddle
East,
front of the
ing him little time
Pearly ,7 Gates.
to pay attention to
"Ohhhh, yeah.
the
. affairs of a
That $35,000-abunch
of white
year
country
outside
of
kids
from
20
minutes
club up in the sticks somewhere. I
Boston.
ignore those stuck-up rich-kid brats,
. "Most of the kids at that school
too. As far as I'm concern ed, they
can ignore Me all they want. I just don't even believe in Me," said God.
hope they understand that they are "Why should I bother to pay atten'
destined for an afterlife of eternal tion to them?"
When
no
one
responded to God's
torment as punishment for their sinuestion
s, He cut the
q
r
h
eto
r
ica
l
ful behavior." .. .
s
hor
t, claiming he
ence
pr
ess
confe
r
God said that he "couldn't care
less" about what happens to Colby's forgot about dinner appointment
with Mother Teresa. - :
1,809 students most of the time.

By DANNY DREADLOCKS

THE MORNING SENTINEL

On one of his rare visits to Mayf lower Hill, God peers at students
from above the library tower.

By lMA SCHMUCK
NUDE EDITOR

Digest
of
The
General
Announcements would like to thank
the Student Government Association
(SGA) for a fantastically productive
year. The bike race was great. Not :
only was it amazingly successful
with well near 15 participants, it was
conducted on lovely day, when the
entire campus was covered in snow.
Thank the ancient gods of Greece
. . .* ; - \
they started early. :.
Skeptics may argue that the bike
race was not enough for a whole year
of work. Lest they forget, let the
Digest remind them of the great constitutional reforms, which almost
didn't garner enough student support to pass, and the amazing logistical feat of arranging for countless students ' to attend the Diversity
Conference.
Better still was the night bus to
Portland-excellent. Oh, and ther e
was the...wait no there really wasn't
much else. Well, the bike race was
just the icing on the sweet, sweet
cake.
When asked how they were able
to get so much done, political analysts explained that it really was the
rigorous dress code that SGA
enforced at the start of the academic
year that made them so successful.
"By making representatives dress

'professionally casual,' each meeting*
of President's Council took on an air
of civility and professionalism which
made the decision making process
run more smoothly." (Horseshit, bullshit, cowshit)
Other analysts contend it was
SGA's remarkable leadership this
year that made them so productive.
"She's attractive but bland at the^
same time," said one analyst of the
SGA President Jennifer Coughlin^
"She'll make a fantastic politician.'-'
(Pooh/ fart, stink, snot)
Other's claim it was how well the
dorm representatives kept their constituents appraised of the goings on
in Presidents' Council with weekly
updates and e-mails. (Crap, dung,
lard, etc.)
The Digest wishes they could
thank the SGA more but has run out
of things to say cause SGA did very
little of consequence. Overall, nice
work.

REESE Institute determines
opinions of white, heterosexual males do not count
By JMASCHMUCK Y
NUDE EDITOR

After ex tensive study,the center for
Research on the Eradication : and
Elimination of Stereotypical Epithets
(REESE) determined that the* opinions
of white, h eterosexual males do not
count. In the face of considerable backlash REESE withdrew its findings
claiming its announcement Was a
social experiment the results of which
relied on shock value.
While the report came as a shock to
many;;.and h as been hotly contested,
there has been little supporting evidence to prove that the opinions of
white, heterosexual males do count.
Countless professors and libertarians
have"demanded REESE explain h ow it
came~'to its conclusions and make its
data public.
Dissenting opinions sight the timeold" argument: That men of any race,
creecL > religiou s aff iliation, or sexual
orientation have certain inalienable
rights, which make white, heterosexual males equal to all other people.
REESE believes such theories are antiquated.
On. Wednesday Aural Eseer, a
spokeswoman for REESE (who had
been a pirate until a day before)
explained that "Arguments concerning
inalienable ri ghts no longer hold water.
Where do these inalienable rights
come from? By what virtue are all people-deserving of them? We at REESE
asked ourselves these same questions
and concluded that white, heterosexu-

al men should not be given these
rights."
The white, heterosexual community was up in arms. Vicious letters were
exchanged throughout the week in the
pages of ..the Digest, some of which
even labeled REESE a fascist organization.
On Thursday evening, during a
nationally televised episode of Digest
Live! REESE battled it out with the
majority of the world. It was a brutal
show. Not . all the arguments put to
REESE were antagonistic; however,
some questioned why REESE, an organization intended to eradicate stereotypes, was making such ah argument
when it must have foreseen that it
would reinforce stereotypes already in
place.
During the last minute of the show
REESE explained that their research
concerning white, heterosexual males
was not in fact true. REESE went on to
explain that its announcement was
intended as a larger social experiment
and commentary meant to show by
example how it feels to be marginalized.
Although momentarily taken
aback, the opposition nodded slowly
in approval, generally agreeing that
while it may have been an interesting
social experiment, it certainly was a
terrible, inefficient, confused, ridiculous, injudicious, stupid, deplorable,
and generally absurd way to go about
it. Needless to say,REESE's reputation
as a credible institution has been significantly damaged,

SHAKE THAT BODY
'

GAL

On the left is international action superstar Bruce Willis, star of "The Sixth Sense" and "Unbreaka ble." On the right is Echo
managing editor Geoff Ward, best known for "Ward' s Words." Or is it? Yoube the judg e.

First ever Colby Celebrity Boxing a huge success
By MICHAEL BUFFER
READY TO RUMBLE

Following hot on the heels of
Fox's widely popular "Celebrity
Boxing" special, which featured
bouts between washed-up B-list
celebrities from every facet of the
entertainment industry, Student
Activities organized the first Colby
Celebrity Boxing Tournament in
Page Commons Room Saturday
night. The bouts featured such wellknown Colby personalities as Peter
Brush '03, Laura Reese '04, Dean
Johnston and the guy who came up
with the idea for Ultimate Dining,
"I've wanted to beat the crap out
of some of these people since freshman year," said spectator Mike
Meloski '02. "It was so fuckin' tough
to see them beat on each other.
Celebrity Boxing is seriously the
toughest event ever at Colby. I've
never seen anything so tough in four
years. It was just tough. And I mean
tough."
The opening bout was a fiveround smackdown pitting Brush
u£2£f.',22£7! **WffH«MiiNoivi« «N wn«Hi
1 r\ t n?v: *«»»»«*«•
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against his perpetual Presidents'
IT WAS SO FUCKING
Council rival Jay Trainor '04. Before
the match, Trainor loudly proTOUGH. BOXING IS
claimed Colby's need for a big wall
SERIOUSLY THE
around campus to block out the
noise from the highway, as well as a
TOUGHEST EVENT
new pool table in the Spa. Brush
responded by saying "friggin' bleedEVER AT COLBY. I'VE'
ing-heart liberals!" and punching
NEVER SEEN ANYTrainor in the face.
Trainor fought back quickly, THING SO TOUGH IN
landing several quick blows to
FOUR YEARS. IT WAS
Brush's jaw, while shouting "goddamn conservatives are going to
JUST TOUGH. AND I
destroy this country!" Brush then
MEAN TOUGH.
landed a solid punch to Trainer's
solar plexus that Brush termed a
"George W. Bush special."
n't matter anyway," said Reese,
The match ended in a draw when before socking Reznitsky in the jaw.
both combatants were too bloody The crowd's sentiment quickly
and bedraggled to continue,
turned against Reese, who used their
Next up, Reese took on Amy negative energy to pick up a quick
Reznitsky '02 in a battle to see who victory,
would prevail as Colby's most outIn the next match, the guy who
spoken activist. The match began came up with the idea with Ultimate
with both Reese and Reznitsky Dining squnred'off against three stuyelling Insults at the mostly white, dents who love pasta and didn 't
heterosexual crowd with a bullhorn, want to walk all the way to Bobs,
who responded by booing fiercely,
The pasta fans ganged up on the
"Oh, shut up, Your opinion does-

Here's What'o Maying Friday, May 10
through Thuraday, May 1*6
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$1.00 Off

•With A Student I .P.

unsuspecting culinary bureaucrat*
knocking him out with two punches*
After the match, the students;*'
dumped hot pasta on his uncon»
scious body.
Finally, Dean of Housing Paul
Johnston took on every student ort
campus. The students, many of
whom were forced into temp housing as seniors, obliterated Johnston
within seconds, despite his pleading"!
that "it's all random! The computet *
*
generates the numbers!"
"You cheat! You fucking rigged
the whole thing!" yelled one footballplayer. "If s just because I had $750*
in dorm damage last year! I can'-J
take hookups back to a triple in
Treworgy!"
The students in attendance *
whooped loudly, as though they
were watching Christians being fed
to the lions in the Roman Coliseum-.;
"If they aren't going to put up the
money for us to get a tough band
like Rustic Overtones,"'said Meloski,
"I might as well watch people beat
each other to a bloody pulp. That *
shit was so, so tough."
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The Jump Into wins Best
New Group at Grammy s

By BEEF AIN'T MY DINNER RUSSO
TOFU WORSHIPER

' Damn, it feels so good to get that
; off my chest! After four long painful
^ years of listening to that crap I have
to come clean. Ifs terrible. I'm not
i tantalized. My mouth is dry, and for
¦a ll you guys who do a cappella to
; get chicks, I don 't want to fuck you.
It pained me every issue to support that incessant quacking, barking and terrible percussi ve hissin g
;noise. To all you a cappella groups
*out there: buy instruments or at least
a goddamn karaoke machine!
It took me so long to tell the truth
; because I was afraid. With five
groups on campus and ten members

to a group, that equals 50 people
who would want to kill me. I'm serious. They would kill me. When
these singers aren't busy destroying
classic Pearl Jam and the Dixie
Chicks, they walk around with really lar ge stic ks, ready to repeatedly
whack innocent passers if the speak
ill of their precious art form, Art
form, my ass.
I'm not signing my name to this
piece. After I finish writing this
review I am going to send it off to
my editor, who prefers to remain
nameless. Outside there is a chopper
waitin g for me that will whisk me
off into hiding in a cave deeper than
Bin Laden's. Understand this is a
serious risk I am taking to get my
message out.

Next year I am transferring to
some remote community college in
Hawaii, where girls really know
how to swing their hips to the beat.
Before I say goodbye to Colby a
cappella forever, I would Tike to
leave each group with a thought to
ponder:
Sirens: You ain't luring nobody in
those ridiculous outfits.'
Blue Lights: Calm the fuck down!
Colbyettes: Maybe you should
start accepting singers for their talent rather their cup size.
Colb y Eight: If you're gonna call
yourselves , that, learn how to
count...duh...
Megs: I know you guys are all
sleeping together — don't make it so
obvious !

By KATE "NOT LAME
RUSSO
MY DADiDY WON A PULITZER

Colby students love them.
Waterville townies love them. And
Waterville is the most influential city
in the world, so it only makes sense
that The Jump Into kicked some serious ass in the . Grammy's this week,
winning ;best new group as well as
best .sin gle for their punk cover* of the
J. Geils Band's "Angel is the
.
Centerfold."
Noah Charney,lead singer of the
group commented, "This morning,
when I was talking to myself in the
mirror, as I always do, I told myself I
would win tonight. I am so proud of
myself. Finally, the reco gnition I
deserve." Other members of the
group, who are not as important as
Charney, agreed th at it is about time
the world understood that "Charney
is as fuc kin' tough as we alwa ys new
he was."
Charney,full of anecdotes and selfpraise, has signed a deal with VHl's
"Behind the Music." The group is
excitedto display their rocky career, as
musicians balanced with their rigorou s sc hedules as Colby students!
Buckl e your seat belts fo r some serio us
trauma. Because the Jump Int o is such
a new group on the scene, not much of
substance h as h appened to them, and
Behind the Music has decided to fol-

low Charney around for a day.
The Echo, in awe of Chantey's
li fest yle asked him if he could describe
a regular day in the life of Noah
Charney. He said. "Of course,"
because he has an ego the size of an
elephant's ass.
"I wake up at 5 a.m. each morning
and give myself a pep talk in the mirror," Charney starts off. "Then from
my collectio n of sweater vests and
studded belts, I come up with a desirable combination." Charney spoke for
about an hour about his normal day,
but I didn 't catch all of it because I fell
asleep.
Once I woke up, I. asked Charney
about his future plans, now that he is
Grammy winner. "Well," Charney
replied , "there is so much to think
about now. I have started working on
my ad campaign. Right now, I am
desi gning the Noah Charney doll. It
wil have a cord th at you can pul and
t he doll will say 'Noah loves you' and
'Ifs okay to be obsessed with yourself,
I do it , and I'm a Grammy winner,
Noah Charney."
Besides his camp aign scheme,
Ch arney is also plannin g his wo rld
tour. "I'm really excited about Tokyo,"
he said. "Asian chicks love me. But,
honestl y,who doesn 't?"
"Behind the Music: The Jump Into"
will be airing never... if you really
think The Jump Into aie that cool, then
you are probabl y Noah Charney.

Today- May 9
• 9 p.m. Screw Your
Semi-Naked Ho Dance
In Page Commons
Room.
•' 7 1:59:30 p.m. Go
back to Foss. Screw your
now-completely naked
ho.
• 11:59:45 p.m. Do a
little victory dance.

Friday- May 10

• 4 a.m. Seniors start
drinking. Hard..

• 6 a.m. Seniors start
passing out in fron t of
Averill.
• 12 p.m. Fear struck
into the hearts of
Waterville residents as
an unholy raor
:
emanates from
Mayflower Hill. They start
bolting doors and pulling
« :¦< ¦ *¦
down shades.
c
¦i t
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Noah Charney is Noah Charney in

|

"The Charney Files"

I

B The story of a multitalented college senior struggling to balance the demands of
Ibeing Colby's most popular emo-influenced punk rock superstar, an award-winning
-p laywright, a poet and short story writer, a weekly newspaper columnist, a double
Smajor in English and art history, president of the Colby Film Society, the namesake
gof a popular breakfast treat and a pig interviewer par excellance.
I

i"

You'll laugh. You'll cry. You'll be painfull y overexposed.

I
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"It 's Charney-rificl" - Choad Narney, The Charney Express
"Two Th um bs up l" ~ Noah Charney
Written and directed by Noah Charney
Produced by Noah Charney
Set design by Noah Charney
Costume des ign by Noah Charney
Sound and lighting by Noah Charney
Stage managed by Noah Charney
Original mus ic by The Jump Into, with lyrics by Noah Charney

'Star Whores: Episode 69 —
At tac k of the Bones ' delivers
ByTR. JEREMY

lar men who have veiy little hair on
their bodies. Both also proved their
BIG, BIG STAR
reputations true, exhibiting their
"Star Whores" was a film accom- immense "talents". Thc women likepanied by much anticipation, Some wise give bone-raising performances.
Jameson's performance in all three
fans even stood in line 15 days before
of
her
scenes make men and women
the movie was released. Tlie movie
drool,
one
spectator saying, "I wish I
did not disappoint the record number of moviegoers, as it was full of had the ability she does with her
solid action, n twisting plot, nnd a body and mouth,"
Ono of thc memorable scones was
surprising climax, The movie stars
receiving nnnl sex while perJameson
porn legends Peter North and Henry
forming
oral
sex on Kelly nnd manuWndsworth Longfellow ns well ns
Bonks, Other memoally
pleasing
?starlets Jonna Jamesbh, Jill Kelly, nnd
rable scones saw Kelly nnd Banks
Brinnn Banks,
The story ' sees North nnd opening tho movie' in a visually
Long fellow In a figh t against the elec- thrilling scene with lnrgc vibrating
tronic toy world. Hie electronic toys toys thnt led to a hair-raising orgasm
have become more and more for both them and tho audience,
advanced and thoir ability to satisf y Longfellow was.no slouch, himself,
women threatening tho need for men, bringing many women to orgasm In
•' jNorth and Longfellow seek out his several.scenes.
After we follow North and
attractive females to prove no ono can
Longfellow
around pleasing women
flaUsfy like real men.
nnd
sec
women
being pleased by thc
North and Longfellow give
long
vibrating
toys
tlio movlo reaches
nwnrd-wlnnihg performances'in the
climnx,,
the
suspensofu
l
Jameson,
roles, both convincing as tan, muscuKelly, and Banks challenge the man-

hood of North and Longfellow by
matching them against the best new
toys , North and Longfellow bring
themselves to new heights in this
scene, each doing their all to please
the women and coming through in
star foflhion.
Longfellow works overtime, probably losing ten pounds of sweat in
this final scene, Each man's work is
rewarded with all three women
reaching climax multiple times and
leaving the audience in awe,
This movie breaks now ground,
Thoro has never boon n scene with so
much talent, thc mon provide the
pun ch with tho women, voluptuou s
as ever, clearly in tliolr prime, be
grouped with grounclbrcnkcrs like
','Dcop Throat" and "Forrest Hump"
but the final scene holps ''Star
Whores" lo surpass thoso movies In
both cllmrix and action,
"Slnr Whores" is an instant c!nssicthat will be looked back on as
groundbreaking, for both its content
nnd performances by five living
porn legends, .

An interview with

a punk rock god
By PEDRO THE PIG

P: Oink
N: I suppose you're right. A pig
PRESIDENTIAL SWINE
can't declare a major, even if he does
A few weeks ago, Noah Charney '02 belong to the president of the colinterviewed Pedro , President Willinm lege.
P: Oink
D. "Bro " Adams ' vet pot-bellied pig.
N:
Hmm...I
This week, Pedro
probably write
decided to return
about one play an
the favor, providing
hour.
unique insight into
P: Oink
the life of one of
N: My favorite
'
Colby s most popudramatic
subjects
celebrities
,
lar
are sensitive college students travPedro: Oink
eling
abroad,
N o a h
punk
rock
superCharney: You're
stars,
and
newsright. I do look
paper
columns
lovely
today.
about hilarious
Thanks for noticmistranslations,
ing.
P: Oink
P: Oink
N: I think the
N: On most
way
to
got
the
most
out
of college ia
nights, The Jump draws a small but
to
get
half
a
breakfast
dish
named
lively crowd.
Diner,
after
you
nt
Bonnie's
That
was
P: Oink
the
greatest
honor
of
my
life
thus
I
do
believe
that
our
N: Actually,
far, though I'm sure it will be surlatest album, "Live
passed by the
from the Party
Room" (available at THE EDITORS OF THE n u m e r o u s
Grammys ,
Colby
the
ECHO
BEA
R
NO
Oscars,
Tonys,
Bookstore), could
and
Pultizcr
save lives.
RESPONSIBILITY FOR
Prizes I will
P: Oink
OF
THE
CONTENT
win
during my
N; Well, tho
i
l
l
u
strious
album was my idea. THIS ISSUE. THIS . IS
career.
And I. produced it. I
Ps OJnk
als,6 came up with THE DIGEST OF GENN : Why yos.
title, I thought It ERAL ANNOUNCEI
did
go to
appropriwould bo
prop school,
ate since we record- MENTS. CAN'T YOU
P: Oink
ed it live in the AMS PEOPLE READ?
N: And my
party room.
parents
aro
P: Oink
both
professors
at
Yale.
How
did
N: Wh y, yes, I do think I havo nn
image that would be impropriate for yoii guess?
P: Oink
a punk rock superstar,
N: At lost count, I hod 23 mirrors
P: Oink
N: Excuse mo, Mr, Pig, but have in my room,
P: Oink
you ever considered mnjpting In art
N: It was n ploosurc spooking
history? It encompasses all tho subyou, no well, Punk rock will
with
jects ono could over wont to know
;
never die!
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• 12:30 p.m. For th&--first time ever, Dean ' ' ti' "l
Kassman is dragged Into
the pond. She surprises ' ',
everyone by tearing \off- ,
her business suit reveal ing a thong bikini under*
neath. She starts shout- ' '
Ing "wooo-hoooool" " ,.- „;• 2 p.m. Waterville ¦residents gather pitchforks
y
and torches, form a " , '
^
mob and plot to ovefry .
throw the campus. •; ';;" ;;
• 3 p.m, "Hey, whete's "
,,,.,
Kassman?"
• 3:30 p.m. Marauding :
¦
townies repelled by /- " »
.; :¦
Play softball teams, ;;
Campus remains safe: for:
binge drinking for arioihr -'
» :er year.
• 6 p,m, Pass out In
anticipation of that
great concert tonight.
You don 't remember
exactly who's playing,
but It should be awesome. After all we
always h ave a big band
play on Loudness.
• 10 p.m. "Colbyopoly?
What the FUCK Is this
shit ? You mean we
don't have a frlggln '
band at all? Godammit, "

Saturday- Sept 10
• 4 p,m, Wake up.

Remark to whatever Is

lying next to you, "Ow, It
really hurts."
•*. * *
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We need a lef thanded
dorm

i was gonna dean my room until I got high
, . I gonna get up and find the broom but then I got high
my room is still messed up and i know why
' Vv
- cause I got h igh
Y, 4
- cause I got high
- cause I . got high
I was gonna go to class before I got high
I coulda cheated and I coulda passed but I got high
I am taking it next semester and I know why
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
I was gonna go .to work but then I got high
I just got a new promotion but i got high
now I'm selling dope and 0 know why
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
.cause B got high
I was gonna go to court before I got high
I was gonna pay my child support but then I got high
they took my whole paycheck and I know why
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
I wasn't gonna run from the cops but I was high
I was gonna pull right over and stop but I was high
Now I am a p ara pl egic - because I got high
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
I was gonna pay my car note until I got high
I was gonna gam bl e on t h e b oat b ut then I got hi gh
now the tow truck is pulling away and I know why
- because I got high
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
1 was gonna make love to you but then I got high
I was gonna eat yo pussy too b ut t h en I got hig h
now I'm jacking off and I know why
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
I messed up my entire life because I got high
I lost my kids and wife because I got high
now I'm sleeping on the sidewalk and I know why
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
- cause I got high
> - I'm gonna stop singing this song because I'm high
'. a.. . |T m singing this whole thing wrong because I'm high
and if I don't sell one copy I know why
•- "- cause I'm high
- cause I'm high
>• ' "v
- cause I'm high

I'm writing in the recent wake of
discussions surrounding multicultural housing to propose that along
with a multicultural dorm we need a
lefthanded dorm. First of all, as a
lefthander I don't feel that safe on
campus. Everything is backward,
doors open the wrong way, as do
bathroom stalls, !can't tell you how
many times I've incurred serious
physical injury trying to open one of
those damn things. Also, signs and
postings in my dorm should read
from right to left and top to bottom
in order to accommodate me. I will
take no more of the dominant
righthanded culture forcing their left
to right, top to bottom oppression on
me! And don't even get me started
on white boards. I've never been
able to write anything on one without creating a huge colorful smudge
down my entire arm. This is not only
unsafe but also unhealthy. Ink poisoning is nothing to scoff at ladies
and gentleman.
We've lived under your oppressive yolk long enough, conforming
to your culture, your world, sitting
at those righthanded desks all the
while feeling inferior. No longer will
we tolerate living with the Stigma of
being lefthanded. I should not be
ashamed of what I am. So feel guilty
about being righthanded and join
my cause. Because all of you out
there going through life unaware of
your righthanded privilege need to
take a long hard look at yourselves.
Realize that unless you're part of the

'•
"

solution, you're part of the problem.
Sinister South Paw '02

Hooking up with
professors
Lately I've heard a lot of rumors
going around concerning professors
and students hooking up. Such blasphemy should be discouraged. After
all, professors are adults, and most
students at Colby are over tlie age of
consent. No one should judge what
goes on behind a closed office door.
Discouraging professors from fulfilling their basic sexual desires and
preventing students from improving
their grades, even if only a little bit,
borders on the criminal. Your rights
and mine are being infringed upon
in a very fundamental way when
our freedom to go down on one of
our professors (and their freedom to
let us) is taken away. Maybe ifs
degrading, maybe ifs sexual harassment, maybe ifs not worth half a letter grade, but I don't care. AnytimeI
want to do a little "extra credit"
work, I should not be looked down
upon or made fun of by my peers. I
am not a slut. Sluts hook up indiscriminately with anyone and everyone, but thaf s not me. Every time I
hook with a professor there is a perfectly legitimate reason for doing so.
Let me continue to improve my
grades when necessary, don't take
that power away from me.
Confused Freshman '05

Blondes really do have

more fun

I am constantly bombarded with
vicious attacks on my personal character and ' political beliefs, and
frankly, I've gotten pretty sick of it.
After the brutal assault on my character during my campaign for
Student Government Association
Vice-President, I was left severely
traumatized and in a state of deep
depression, and I honestly didn't
know what in the world to do.
Then, I saw the light. On a whim,
I got really drunk (and I mean
REALLYdrunk) one night and made
what at first seemed like a huge mistake: I dyed my hair blonde. Really
blonde. Bleached it white. I .mean,
you can spot me from all the way
across Dana lawn.
When I first woke up and realized what I had done, I was devastated. I actually sat down and had a
good cry about it. That lasted about
two days, and then I finally found
the courage to venture put of my
room.
To. my shock and pleasant surprise, I was greeted with friendly
smiles for the first time in my Colby
career, most of them from attractive
young freshman females. (Oddly
enough, these young ladies all sported lovely blonde tresses, as well). At
first I thought perhaps they were just
sympathizing with my plight, but
then I realized that no, these women
found my fortunate mistake a
change for the better.
Since that fateful day a few weeks
ago, I have learned that the time-

Nice
Niceties
Miss Goody
Two-Shoes
Hi. As the former Opinions editor
of the former Colby Echo, I'm really
sad to be writing this column, but
things gotta be how they gotta be.
Sadly, due to lack of interest, this
newspaper will no longer be carrying an Opinions section. We've been
bought out by the Digest of General
Announcements.
From now on, all political discussion on this campus will take place
in the form of angiy email banter.
Complete with swearing and lots of
typos and grammatical errors.
Painful , I know. But if nobody's
going to write letters to the editor, if
nobody's going to let me correct
their typos and fix their bad grammar, then I'm sure as heck not going
sit around and waste my time waiting for people to see the light, When
the nice folks at the Digest came to
me with their offer, I just h a d to

See TOO SMUT FOR
HER OWN GOOD, continued on some other page

accept.
So, Opinions is no more. Before I
go away forever, though, I thought
I'd offer some tips to those who
might suffer from Opinions-withdrawal; those who are used to being
a little more civilized and elegant in
expressing their views. You're in for
a bit of a shock, my friends, so fasten
your seat belts, cause Dorothy,we're
not m Kansas anymore.
First of all, there's the new headline rule. Rather than something
intelligent yet brief that neatly summar izes your point, a Digest headline should be obnoxious and illmannered. Offensive even. It should
be written in all caps, an d it need
have nothing to do with your actual
point.
For instance, if you 're posting a
manifesto on the need for a separate

housing facility for people who play
the harmonica, your attention-grabber could be anything fr om need for
a separa te housing facility for people

who play the harmonica, your attention-grabber could be anything from
"YOU CAN ALL GO TO HELL" to
"FREE BEERII!!" (n popular option),

Second, it is essential that you
make yourself sound extremely
angry, confrontational and just plain
obnoxious. You must be closedminded and inflammatory to those
who might have a tendency to dis-

FROM now on , al
POLITICAL DISCUSSION
ON THIS CAMPUS
WILL TAKE PLACE IN
THE FORM OF ANGRY
EMAIL BANTER.
COMPLETE WITH
TYPOS AND GRAMMATICAL ERRORS.
agree wi th you, so much so th a t your
statement makes those who are on
the fence about the issue go over to
the other sid e,
That's for the best reall y; then
you have even more people to
scream at when the next Digest rolls
around. You must be certain that
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The Echo is a
piece of krap
I hate this damm . hewspapper.
Evry weak, I opuned it up and get all
pisst off and stuf. Youse guys suck. I*
meen harde! All you doo is print the
truthe in an akurate and strateforwad mannar. I kari't stan it. Nuthirig
but facts and excelent repporting
weak after weak. Wie can't you edit
out alle the stuf f don agreee with?
This papper sukks. Everyone shood
read The Diferrance.
Love, The Colby Left
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Miss Goody Two-Shoes has no ophi- *
ion. On anything.
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you are ri ght and unwilling to hear
anyone else's side of the story. End*'
of discussion.
Last, and certainly not leas}:,
every Digest posting has two components that may NOT, under any
circumstances, be left out. They are
swearing and typos. Popular methods for fulfilling the first requirement include use of phrases like,-*
"Who the fuck do you think you
are?" or "You fucking assholes can
all go straight to fucking hell!"
Typos can take a wide variety 0f
forms, as well. They can range from
cutsey ("u" for "you," "cuz" for
"because," etc) to just plain idiotic
( "You're realy dum and i cant stand *
ur stupid ideea!!!"). This latter cate-*
gory tends to utilize blatant abuse of
the English language as well as poor *
proof-reading and typing skills. <
So, folks, there you have it; my
p arting gi ft to all of you before I ride
of into the sunset. I hope I've been
help ful. May the Digest be with you.
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"See I told you she want', p ed mc. What do you mean
\<!'" it's a different girl? Hey, all
;K '' ihe belter. Go me/'
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Peter Brush '03
Newly-Baptized Blonde

Opinions discontinued ; Refe r all
political discussi on to th e Digest

the cats are doing. Sometimes ifs
quite unexpected. In the middle of
our conversation, when I'm telling
her how nervous I am about my presentation or how upset I am about
my latest quasi-romantic episode,
she makes sure to tell me what the
cats are doing at that exact second.
"Briana," she'll tell me, barely
suppressing the excitement in her
voice, "the cats are sleeping on the
couch!"
It certainly helps to put things in
perspective. Yes, I suppose that life
is also too short to ignore what the
cats are doing dur ing my moments
of emotional crisis.
Yet how often do we, the larger
Colby community, neglect to pay
a tt ent ion to what i s goi ng on a roun d
us? I make it a point to inform people of what is goi ng on a roun d them,
to insist that they are doing what
they love, and I think they appreciate it. Like my mother telling me
what the cats are doing, I make sure
to the simp le beauty that surround
us on May flower Hill.

'". W
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honored adage could not be more
true: blondes really do have more
fun. People are so interested in my
hairstyle change that they hardly
notice my obnoxious conservativism
any more. Not a word of slander has
been pronounced against me in ages,
and I've become amazingly p opuJar.
I mean, everywhere I go, people are
looking at me and whispering to
each other in awe. Not that they didn't do that beforc.just more of them
do it now.
"*
So, I would just like to take this
opportunity to publicly thank the
Colby community for their appreciation and admiration of my new hair
color, and to encourage anyone else
who is looking to change their reputation to make the same transition.
Being blonde really will change you?
life.

Put this in your pipe and smoke it...

teaming to pay attention

Tnj e other day I was sitting in
Bobsjs the afternoon sun began to
stretch across the tables. My friend
vjajj ked up to the table with a bowl
of cereal.
"You know," he sai d, "I really like
Captain Crunch."
And his comment got me thinking. I also really like Captain
Crunch, but how often do I just walk
'tightest the cereal section at the
' tCnUfg hall, looking for something a
J lUtj-» more exci ting? How often d o
,' we, as Colby students, forget about
; those;fcereals that we truly love?
I felt a tinge of regret there, in the
; din ipg hall. Life is too short to
r ignore what is and wh a t ha s b ecome
» important to us, Life is too short to
- not So what we love. Yes, life is too
" short to not eat Captain Crunch.
It reminded me of something my
mother tells me on the p hone,
almost every time we talk. She
always makes sure to tell me what

Sack that, too!
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Want some cheese with that whine?

I was gonna write an editorial, but I got high

The Communist
Chick
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Unopinionated E-ditor: Miss Goody Two-Shoes :
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Who does this guy think he is?
Ward 's
Word s
The REAL
Geoff Ward

Ward's
Words
The
Imposter
I know this is the joke issue and
therefore probably not the correct
forum for stating something serious.
Nevertheless, this is my last opportunity to clear up what I have considered to be a very serious problem over
the last three years (I would have
written a digest but the line was
busy).
Since the fall of 1999, a column has
been appearing in this paper entitled
"Ward's Words." A picture also
appears beside the column. For the
record this person is not me. At first I
let it go; I thought it was a joke, after
all the picture doesn't look anything
like me, I figured everyone on campus, and the Echo editors would realize the mistake and make that guy use
his real name.
This did not turn out to be the case.
I have been forced to put up with my

name being associated with this person's rantings and ramblings about
how much George Bush sucks andhow we should protect wildlife and
all that crap. Anyone who knows me
1
knows that those columns do not
reflect the true opinions of Geoff
Ward.
Finally, after my repeated complaints the Echo editorial staff has
given me the chance to let you know
who the real Geoff Ward is and he is
not the tree-hugging liberal wuss that
has been using my name all these
years. I am in fact just the opposite.
As my close friends know, I am a
conservative Republican. In fact, I
have no problem being described as a
member of the religious right. I
believe the Ten Commandments
should be hung in each, of our classrooms because quite frankly I've been
in a number of classes where there is a
lot of killing and coveting of thy
neighbor's wife going on. Ifs sickening. The moral decay of Colby and the
country is quite high on my list of concerns.
Then there is all this slandering of
President George W. Bush that has
taken place in my name. There have
been many a Thursday night that I
have cried myself to sleep after reading what the imposter had to say
about the greatest leader our country
has ever seen.
Bush has done a great job of easing

tensions in the Middle East, he has
wiped out terrorism, straightened out
the financial situation of our country,
and even found more and more places
to drill for oil, all the while putting
forth a shining example of eloquence.
How could anyone not love this man
and what he has done in such a short
time for our country?
And who cares about the Arctic
National Wildlife Refuge? I mean
we're never going to see it, ifs just a
bunch of animals and land, so what if
it gets filled up. with roads and oil
pipelines. We need oil. All of you who
are hyped up on hybrid cars or clean
sources of energy are just living pipe
dreams. And anyway, we'll all be
dead by the time the pollution gets
really bad, so why should we worry
about it?
In conclusion, I call on the
imposter to show his goateed face and
admit to deceiving the Colby community.He should apologize for the disservice he has done all of us. Please if
you find out who he is let me or one of
my close friends, Peter Brush, Billy
Thompson, of Mark Buschenfeld,
know who he is so we can take him
outside and kick the shit out of him.

GeoffWardhasfiled a lawsuit against

the Echo for defamation of character.

D® you want to be the
new campus PDA coupSef
i The new game that

has everybody
"Bangin ' in the
? Street "

By MAN-CHEST-HAIR
MICK
BOOZE SMELLER

*

I would like to propose a game.
Last weekend, I was walking
home from Bro's house and I saw
a couple making out on the trampoline behind his house. It struck
•me, FUN ! I mean, what could be

¦
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better than having a game where
hooking up in certain places on
campus gives you a certain
amount of points?
First, the definition of a hookup. Although I personally think
ifs cheating, I guess it counts if
you have a boyfriend , but I think I
should make it a separate division. So, here we go. A hook-up is
not just a kiss. Thaf s just lame. I
guess making out can count, but
honestly, let's make it fun. If you
have sex, let's make it a bonus of
15 points.
Daytime is way harder than
night, so let's call it five extra
points if you hook-up in the day
time.
Once you have hooked up in
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every building in a commons you
get 25 points. If you do it a second
time, you get 25 more points. If
you get every commons, a bonus
of 10 points is awarded. Off campus is a little harder... I guess we
can give 7 points for each time,
unless you live there.
Now for the academic buildings. Miller, an obvious favorite, is
worth 10 points. Lovejoy is 8, no
one is ever on the fourth floor.
Mudd, Arey, and Olin-8. Runnals
is 8 too, unless it's on the stage,
that gives you a 9. Olin library-9,
remember to be quiet! Bixler- the
darkroom... definitley 12. The
museum-11. Classrooms-8.
Now for the fun stuff. The Mule
outside the Athletic Cenrer-16.

Top Ten Worst PostHook-Up Comments:
By LADY LOVESALGT

Top Ten Post-Hook-* "
Up Comebacks:
\
By YOUR DADDY '
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BIG MAN ON CAMPUS .

CAMPUS SLUT
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Gentlemen, we must be -prepar ed. We must
So, ladies, you had an awesome Friday ,
'
with
a
great
guy.
face
up to thefact that some of the lovely ladiep
ht
and
went
home
nig
Unf ortunatel y;you just might say something ' we bestow attention upon will not be entirely
appreciative of our esteem. Given
the next morning that could ruin a
hese considerations, it is
potential ly promising rela important f or us to have
tionship. In order to prevent this unfortunate situammunition with which to
combat the verbal assaul ts
ation, here are the top ten
things you should avoid sayof these bitches. Should some
«¦
»
<¦
»
-—
ing the morning after:,:.,;.
siut ever come at you with a cut
like those above, here are some comebacks that
;,
shou ld come in handy: >
10: Don't tell my dog—he'll be jealous.
9:
8:
7:
6:
5:
4:
3:
2:
1:

My dadd y's on the phone. He wants
to talk to you.
Your cum tastes like shit.
Sorry about the sheets. I'll buy you a
new set.
Shit, did I take my pill today?
Can I tie you up next time?
Is it supposed to look like that?
That was fuckin' tough!
So, Professor—was that worth a B-?
In my country, this means we're
married.

That could be pretty difficult. The
infamous rock-16. The 50 yard
line-13. Faculty apartments-15.
That's impressive. The press box13. Go public with your lust. The
chapel-16 (I love sacrilege). Right
below the American " Flag-13.
Cotter Union-5(everyone's done
it). The admissions office-10.
Offices in Miller-15. Bro's trampoline-17. Bro's house-24. Bro's
office-27.
No cheating or else what fun is
that?
The winner gets to be known
as playa of the year.
Now, Let's get it on!

10: I did your dog last week. Are you •
jealous?
.
9: I'm your daddy,bitch!
8:
7:

That wasn't my cum.
They were my grandmother 's.

6:
5:
4:
3:
2:
1:

I took mine.
There ain't gonna be a next time. \
Bitch, you wouldn't know!
I'm like a mule.
That wasn't even worth a C.
I want a divorce.

TOO SMUT FOR HER OWN ©OOD:
Mayf lowerHUH
Commie withdrawsf r o m
continued from page ??
\ Just last week .one of my friends
was telling me how nervous he is
about leaving college, and I listened
carefully to him. I also told him
about the beautiful cherry trees in
blossom in front of AMS, and the
tasty food that is prepared for us
every single day on this campus,
and all our wonderful friends who
will soon be scattering to the ends of
the earth. And I was sure to ask
whether his plans for life after graduation really express what he truly
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Briana Wright's mom d oesnJ' want
to support her Bohemian lifestyle. 1
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wants to do with the rest of his
human existence.
When he went back to his dorm,'I
think he felt a lot better.
.I
And I felt better as well. In fact, I
felt so much better that !walked up
to the dining hall and I demanded;!*)
live life to the fullest, to do what'I
love, to pay attention to what is
important.
'
I demanded my Captain Crunch.
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editor-in-chief, in
recent memory, to
piss off the entire
camus. Ryan Davis
'02 is a pussy! He
pissed off no one! In
f act, he actually tried
to make you like the
Echo. Hopefully,Jon
Silberstein-Loeb will
be inspired by
Puzzo's legacy and
piss y'all off next
year.
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Fulfill a distribution or general education requirement.

enjo y

Enj oy Northwestern 's lakeside campus, jus t north
of Chicago!
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If you are sitting or
Bend over. Trust me on Find a friend. It should
lying down, please Stand this one—it will help in be a good fri end. Have
this friend remove the
up. This will not work
the long run.
'in a sitting or reclined
large stick f r om your ass.
position.
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This section is so fricflcin tough , it is i 00% toughness. If you don't think that it is totally
tough, you better get a life righ t now. .

w hat are you looki ng at?

FOOTBALL
TEAM!
*
SETS NEW
UNIFORMS: :.
By REAL ULTIMATE
POWER
NINJA MASTER

After many long months of
yelling, often with a volume-enhancing device, a small group of students
has declared that , protesting is the
most important varsity sport.
"It's about time we got recognized
for our hard work," shouted Lynna
N idi n i s
despite her
hoarse voice
from
the
w e e k ' s
events. "This
is really the
most logical
and
fair
step," continued Nidinis,
"the six of us
are
much
better at representing Colby to other NESCAC
schools because our views are more
representative of the Colby community's than any one else's."
The team has set lofty goals, taking on protesting powerhouse
Wesleyan University on Saturday.
Wesleyan, noted for their annoying,
in your face approach to seemingly
meaningless issues, is the favorite
going into the weekend.
"So what if Wesleyan is good?
We've been practicing hard this year,

one of our girls talks so much that she
can bench 250 pounds with her
tongue," bellowed team captain Jess
Dibbly '04. "Those ignorant, racist,
homophobic, right-wing bastards
will never know what hit 'em." .
Other students are more pessimistic about the team's chances.
"No one at Colby ever cares what
they're ever vocalizing at such high
levels, we just get really pissed off.
Why will it be any different at
asked
Wesleyan?"
Donny Jimble '03. "If
you ask me, they're
screwed."
The Department of
Athletics has claimed
no affiliation to the
team citing that they
receive no funding and
have no coach.
"These things are
fairly necessary for a
varsity team," said
Athletics representative Howie
Nitmor. "They're not even a sport,
personally, I rank protesting as less
exciting than chess or croquet and
infinitely more useless"
Upon the realization that they
were receiving no official funds the
team made some serious cutbacks.
They have done away with expensive
telescoping neon signs in favor of
Wal-Mart poster board and markers.
The team will also be relying on
Dibbly's Ford Explorer, that she got
for her high school graduation, for

On their last away tri p the protestin g team stopp ed at a mall to protest .the capitalistic American
lif estyle. After the protest they all bought new uniforms at Gap and American Eagle Outf itters.
transportation. They are hoping to
receive funding in the future.
. "We have issued demands to the
Athletic Department but have not
heard back," roared Dibbly. The
demands include locker room space,
busses, six new blow horns, and a
requirement that at least a quarter of

all school income be reallocated
towards the team.'
Dibbly defended the . team's
demands. "It makes- sense because
everything we say is right and the
only way to see the situation. We
deserve money anyway because -we
are constantly oppressed because

Lippert forgoing final two years of eligibility
By BIG JOHN STUDD
.In a shocking announcement for both the football and baseball programs at Colby,B. L. Lippert
'04 announced he was skipping his final two years
at Colby to enter both the NFL and Major League
drafts. On Wednesday, Lippert held a press conference in his hometown of Augusta, ME to make
the announcement.
Lippert is a living Maine legend. After a stellar
career at Cony Hi gh school, Lippert decided to
take his skills to Colby. Lippert did not see much
time in either sport as a freshmen, but had breakout seasons in both sports this year. On the heels
of the performances he made the decision to enter
the drafts.
Lippert said, "I have an inside source close to
Mel Kiper Jr. and after consulting him, the source
revealed to me that I would be a mid to late first
round pick." Although the draft is 11 months
away,Lippert plans to take the time to prepare for
the draft with an assortment of former NFL coaches. He has hired a strength and conditioning
coach, quarterback coach, and a ward robe consultant so he is able to have the NFL look.
Lippert also expressed supreme confidence in
his teammates saying that the Mules should dominate the NESCAC next season and he has full
belief that the 2002 Colby White Mules will reach
new hei ght s.
Lippert also informed the capacity crowd at
the news conference that he would also make
himself eli gible for the Major league baseball
draft. Lippert cited his game winning grand slam
against Trinity as the final factor that led him to
declaring. Likewise, he has hired several people
to help him become a major league baseball player.
Baseball Coach Tom Dexter said: "I am disappointed he is leaving the program but I understand that a man of his skills needs to bring them
to the next level and showcase them against better
talent."
In check i ng w i th our s our ces a t ESPN, the football exp erts hav e i nf orm ed ihe ' Echo that with
solid workouts, Lippert would be the third-rated
quarterb ack in the draft , b ehi nd Byron Leftwitch
from Marshall and Dave Ragon c from Lousiville,
Lippert i s exp ec t ed to be p icke d sl ightly ahead of
Chris Sims from Texa s a nd Ken Dors ey fr om

Yea babyl Yeal
Don't you wish they
were praying for
you?I? I?

people don't agree with everything
we say. We just don't understand
how everyone on this campus is so
ignorant that they don't agree with
us, hey are you listening... Where are
you going?... Listen to me...come
back here!!...

Taking note of the ease in
which the women 's lacrosse
and fi eld hockey teams run.
across the field, the Colby '
^

football team has decided

that skirts are the answer.

Senior Week I-J
By THE REAL GEOFF
WARD

In order to prepare f o r the challenge of the NFL, B.L. Lipp ert '04 has been training intensely. Spending hours in front of the T. V„ Lippert ,feels that he will be able to pound any
competition , no matter hoxv big, "I' ve been training against the best," said thc confident
Miami,
Lippert p lays th i rd base i n b as eball , but would
be prepared to move i f it would give him a better
ch a nce of p lay ing in the major leagues. One Red
Sox scout said, "Lippert is the second best young
th i rd baseman not in the maj ors , but behind Drew
Henson , the Yankees minor league standout, "
Lippert closed his press conference by saying

he is exc i t ed to st a rt preparing for the drafts and

his professional careers and there is no doubt in
h i s m i nd he will suc ceed in both sports , becoming
tho next Deion Sanders, Before leaving the podium, he coined his new nickname; "Day Time" B.L.
Lippert.

Beer Die Scores

Bossman: 4
Hail Mary: 3
- ruce: 1
B
Tough: 1
SkefchbaIR: 5 Roller Gir l : 7
Dolphin: 1
Buzz: 1
Nuclear: 3
Carrot Top: 5
Pulitzer: 2

-v
a list completed.
In the team division, all men*-a
bers will work with the same list;
NOT AN IMPOSTER
A student can only be crossed off
the list when every member of the
For the first time, Colby I-Play
team has successfully hooked up
has created a senior week compewith the person.
tition. The change came about
Ewing confirmed that it is nob
because of complaints that
against the rules for all of the.
abounded from students under members of the team to hook ug<
the unofficial senior week pro- with the person at the same
timei
grarps that existed in the past. "Contrary to the rumors going!
Whoever hooks
around, this is a,
up the most
p erfectly legal!
between May 20 AS OF RIGHT
strategy
fox;
and May 26 will
thej
playing
THE
HEAVY
NOW,
receive a . ca sh
game." Tea m's^
prize.
must be corri^
FAVORITE
IN
THE
In the past, "It
prised of at leas^
was chaos, some COMPETITION IS
two people aric^
students were
f ive peop le 3it>
making their list GEOFF WARD. IT
the most.
*i *
after the fact and
There
wji|;
others were bla- IS UNLIKELY THAT
also be a recre*
tantl y
lying.
ational league
Ther e were ev en YOU WILL BE
with individual'
p eop le hook i ng ABLE TO DEFEAT
and team divl-1
up for the second
sions.
' . ' >¦
or third time; HIS AMAZING
According • to*
there's no chal"wet
Ewing,
lenge i n tapping PROWESS.
decided to have*
the well like that.
a rec league sbj
We
r ealize d
that ugly peopleorder needed to be brought to the
would be able to participate in the.
week ," said I-Play commissioner fun with everyone else. After
afl^
James Ewirig '02. There will be ug l
y peop le nee d lovin ' too." Tl^ntj
both competitive and recreational
rules in the rec league are mucli;
leagues. Students can enter as
more lenient , points will be?
in dividuals or teams.
award ed on any sort of hooking
In the competitive league, stuup, at all taking place.
j
dents will be requ i red to submit a
As the beginning of the compel
senior week
tition draws near, itl
list of 15 indihas been difficult
viduals to Ifor the I-Play corr->
Play officials,
m issioners to hnn*
To
qualify,
die all of
then

the list must

be comprised
of attractive
peop le , who

average
at
least
four

hook-ups - a
month .

A

name

will onl y be allowed to bo crossed
off n list if there nre two witnesses
to tho hook up nnd If the person
being hooked up with signs n confirmation sheet. Finnl standings
will be based on the percentage of

requests for entry!
into the leagues, Iri*
fact , nn unidenti**
fied
government
professor
along*
with nn unidentified dean reported *
ly tried to sign.up ?
for the competition, but werev
¦!
denied entry ,
"It just wouldn't be f a it,'
Especiall y with letters of recortK
mendntlon and graduation on the.
line ," snid Ewing.
,^Y

